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Abstract 
The aim of th is project is to bui ld nn automntcd essay grading system which can 
aid in the current manual essay grading process. The core objective of the project is to 
develop the system for grading cs ay "ritten in Malay Language for the History subject. 
The secondary objective is to compare the efficiency of the nearest neighbor algorithm 
and the vector space model. Reviews on existing system and algorithms are done to 
obtain more information about developing the system. 
Automated essay grading system is a web based system that is used by the 
teachers and students. The system could aid the teacher in assess ing the essay submitted 
by the student in electronic form. The students could use the system to practice their 
essay writing skills. The teachers and students can view the results of the essuy suhrnittcd . 
Th1.: student can only view their own results \ here the teacher-, could viC\\ nll the 
students' result . The system should be available onli11e 24 hour-; a da th roughout the 
year except for unexpected reasons. 
The Waterfall Mcthodolog) \\ ith ProtOt) ping "a" ch<hen tn de\ clop the 
automated essay grading sy!)tem. I he web ha-,ed upplic:uion "ill he ... en ed ti... rng 
Micro-;on llS and it \\i ll be developed u"ing AS P.Net \\ith Vil ct :111 d J,l\,i...c11pt ·'" 
backend. Micro.,of\ 1t SQI Ser er '.WOO " ill be u'te 11-; the datah:he '>)\tern . 
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CHAPTER I 
1.0 Introduction 
Automated essay grading system is n system built to assess essay using the 
computer. The system has a bui lt in engine to assess essay by having the students 
responses as the inpuc. During the process o f the assessment. the students responses are 
parsed into the engine and then intelligently matched against a given marking scheme 
template. This is to detennine the similarity of the students responses and the prepared 
model answer. A document which has a high similarity will gain a good grade as output 
and vice versa. 
I. I Problem Definition 
Writing or composing an essay could show the level of a persons undcrstnnding 
about cenain topic. It had been considered by many lecturers as the most useful tool to 
assess how well the students understand the lectures given. Unfortunately, cssny grading 
is a tedious and difficult job. There arc a few constrains in marking essny. rhi.: essn) s' 
length , number of essay, time to fini sh marking all the essays and physical endurance 
and mental stability can be affected a lier u long duration of marking task. 
Consider the fo llo' ing scenarios. An i.:ssay exam quc. tion \\ tb gi \ cn b) a 
leclllri.:r to the students and then all the student~ write the c~!'>ay' and submit it. In the 
manual docu111c111 i.:vnluatinn ~y.., ti.:m . the an"i\\l.:r'\ could be graded in thi.: fo ll<m mg '"'~~: 
(i ) the k ctun:r who grudc' the c""a :- manuall y according to the :Uh\\ er~ in 
the lecturer·.., mind. 
(ii ) /\ s-:is11111t( :;)' ho u"c'i a marking .,chcna: nr a fi\cd grading ' t ~rnd.ml. or 
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(iii) Combining the both mcntinncd 111cthod h~ hn' in1! the cssnys grade by the 
lecturer and the assistnnt(s). 
From the above manual essay grading nppronches, "~could conclude that all the 
manual grad ing approaches will need a model answer or a fi xed marking standard. 
These answer schemes might be prepared by the lecturer. or by the discussion between 
the lecturer and the assistant . or by certain examining board. 
The grading process is actually a repeating process of comparing the model 
answer with the essays submitted by students. This is the part of the process that is 
tedious, time-consuming and error prone. If this part of the essay grading process could 
be automated by lett ing the computer mark the essay with the provided answer scheme. 
then this will benefit the lecturers or teachers. first, they could save time on rending and 
assessing a large number of similar essays. This will give them more time to do more 
beneficial activity such as preparing for class. Further more, the students could get n 
faster or instantaneous feedback on the essay they submit. By having the fecdhnck 
immediately, the student could quickly learn their weakness in the essay writing und 
improve themselves instead of getting the result after one week or more tlmn one \\CC~ . 
At that time. the students might forget or hardly recall about their mvn essuy. 
With the above mentioned scenario. it i clear that the grading process "hich is 
dependant 011 a marking 'ita11dard could he po1cn1iall ) cornpu1cri1ed. In order to aid in 
the problem .., stated above. some computer-ba-.ed co;'a) marl-.ing ~~'i tems ha' c heen 
developed . The cso;ay grndi11g s stem i.., a tcchnolog) de' d oped to grade e\\tl~ ~ "ith 
prepared model u11..,wer ... . 
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1.2 Project Motivations 
The current advancement in the technology nnd the prices of hnrdware that 
decrease over time encourages many schools to use computer to aid in teachings. For the 
time being, the computers arc use to store nnd retrieve in formation, teaching practical 
computer classes, prepare teac11ing mate rials nnd other of1ice related activities. An 
automated essay grading system will utilize more of the computing power available. 
Currentl y. a standard high school class in the urban areas will be consisting 
around fifty students. If a teacher is giving homework of writing an essay for 500 words, 
for each class the teacher will have to assess 50 essays of the same title. Not only is the 
grading process phys ically endurance tax ing, but it also affects the mental. Imagine if 
the teacher is teaching 5 classes and have to grade 250 essays with the same title. Even if 
the teacher could finish assessing 25 essays in an hour, it would take I 0 hours to grade 
all the essays. If there is a system to aid the teacher in this situat ion, the teacher could 
spent the I 0 hours to do more quality works. 
Bes ides that, there are also many attempts to have e- learn ing courses onl ine. 
Most of these courses could only prov ide mult iple choice questions or short ans\\crs 
question. because a.;; ess ing an essay will be harder to implement. All the e education 
courscs ' ill certainly benefit from an nutomnted essay grading system. As the ~~ ~tcm i 
capable or grading the essay and less mun-power and time will be needed in thnt area. 
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1.3 Project Objectives 
The main objective of the project is to de clop a progrnm/system capable of 
grading essay type answers based on given model answers. Our aim is to create a system 
that could mark history essay answers that nre written in Malay language. 
To achieve this aim. the objecti es nrc set out as fo llows: 
i) Incorporating the essay grading function. 
This system should be ab le to grade an essay with a provided model answer. 
ii) Grade essays in a shorter time compare to human essay graders. 
The system proposed above should give the grade in a short time compare to a 
human essay graders. By having the system grading the essay faster than a 
human grader, the system will be useful and help the essay graders to save time 
for other quality works. 
iii) To grade ll istory essay written in the Malay Language. 
The system will focus on grad ing essay which is written in the Mnlny Lnngungc 
and belongs to a factual subject which is the ll istory. This is because the system 
wi ll be focusing on grading an essay for its content. 
iv) Compare the Vector Spuce Model nnd Nearest Neighbor Algorithm 
f or research purposes. th is system\: ill include t\\O e\Stl) gmding methods. f hi 
is to com pure the clfo;iency nnd the uccuracy of the two methods. l'h i i o 
secondtir) objective that aim~ to provide the result of compari-;orl of the l\\ o 
methods fo r future rc'iearchel\, references or development-. . 
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1.4 Domain/ Scope 
The scope of the project is to grndc cssnys of n speci fic subject. The chosen 
subject to be graded by the system is I listory. The system is proposed to grade essays 
written in the Malay Lnnguagc. The system ' ill need a model answer for grading the 
essay. 
There arc two targeted user domain for the system. First, the system was aimed 
to aid the essays grader. This is to levitate their tedious and time consuming essay 
grading process. Second, the system could be used by the students to improve their essay 
writing skills. 
1.5 Project Limitation 
Most of the limitations arc due to current weakness in our approach to grade the 
essays using a mathematical approach instead of a natural language processing npproach. 
The approaches to the system are used by many other essays grading system ns "di. 
Although these approaches which arc the document simi larity comparison arc sut'licicnt 
to grade an essay wi th a cenain level of accuracy. they sti ll hnve mnny limitation~. 
Firstly. the system is aimed to mark and grade es-;ay-; of the facwal ::iuhjcct and 
not literature subject. Thus. the system wi ll murk and grad..: l!!\~:t )'!:I for cont..:nt and not 
for style, because the former stress on the !:ltyk of \Hiting 10 mal..c the c:, a~ ~ in1 c n.~ ... 1ing. 
The latter ' i II refer more to the fac t included in the C'.l\U)'\. "h..:rc the modd t\11'\\ a 
cou ld be prepared easier. So ifth..:n; arc two cs~u y!:I ''ith ':11ne filch . hut l!\Cn nnc \HOtc 
'' ith very good language and make it intcre ... ting and the other doc ... n ' t then the gr:ltJc 
they get would he very close. I he r'cuson i-; that the ")''tern grade ... old) b comparing 
the 'i imilnri t or the(\\() ducumcnh. 
5 
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Another limitation is that the system grmk s the essay referring to a synonym 
dictionary. Anything which is not defined in thc synon) m dictionary will not be 
considered even though they huve the samc meaning in the rcul li fe. This is due to the 
grading process which is truly mnthcmaticnl. so the system actually does not understands 
the words. 
Even though the system could grade an essay, but it does not understand the 
essays at all. This is because the grad ing process is just a function to compare the 
similari ty of the essay answer and the model answer. 
Lastl y, the system depends on the model answer given. This limits the system so 
that it could only recognize answers that are provided. This is because the system has no 
built in knowledge about the subject itself. o the model answer must be prepnrcd with 
all the fact needed to answer the question. 
1.6 Project Schedule 
This project would be carried out sta rt ing from 28/6/2004 to 14/2/2004. rhc 
duration of each development phase is stated. This is an e!>timaiion of the project time 
line thal sho' s the sofhvare development cyc le. The pmje<.:t had been di idcd in10 l\\ O 
parts. The first part of1he pmjecl devclopmclll period in olves lilcralll rc re' ic" . 
rcquiremcnl :llla l ysi~ and ini1ial ") ' tcm de.,ign. I he ~eeond pan of the dc,dopmcnt 
period' ill focus on S) ~ tern module codi ng. irnplemenwtion. and testing. In addi tion. 
documenlilt inn wi 11 bt.: perl'urn1 ctl th roughout the "hole de' clopment period . 
6 
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Figure I. I: Gantt chart of the Project Milestones 
1.7 Chapter Summary 
Introduction focuses on the big picture of Essay Grading System. It covers the 
fundamental concepts and ph ilosophies for developing the system. This chapter also 
specifies the objectives, scopes and schedu le for developing the system. 
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CHAPTER2 
2.0 Literature Review 
Literature review was conducted to gnther m11tcdnls relnted to the proposed 
system which is the automated essay grading system. The literature review wi ll be focus 
on reviewing existing systems and some algorithm applied in essay grading. 
2.1 Automated Essay G rading ystems 
Automated essay grad ing system had been around for about forty years. We will 
review on the first automated essay grading system and see the revolution of the 
capab il ities of the consequence essay grading systems. 
2. 1.1 O rigins of Automated Essay G rading Systems 
Essay grading is a time-consuming and tedious process for the grndcr. Besides 
that. human inaccuracy including emotion, endurance and other factors will nflcct the 
essay evaluating process. Realizing the importance of automntcd essay grnding. Pngc 
describes an automated document evaluation system in his paper l38J. And then cnrl ie. t 
implcmentution of automated essay grud ing named Project Es'iny Groder (PEG) wns 
done by Page. 
Soon. \ ith the rapid advancement in the computer tcchnologie!>. man) other 
~H1t o111u ted essay grnding system were built on different dimension of text grad ing and 
different technologies. Some \\e re bui lt to evaluate essay'> primuril) for lingui !\ti c !)t) le. 
Other es'iay u-;se~s in g 'iy..,tcm'i emphu~i 1c on grading primari l. for "ubjcct matter. In hi -; 
paper. Pnge 11111dc 11 distim:ti un about grading for content and grudi ng for ' t ) le. 
8 
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According to Page, "Content" refers loosdy to what thl.' cssa~ says. nnd ··sty le" refers to 
syntax and mechanics and diction and other aspects of the \\ UY it is said. [38j 
Ocsidcs the distinction of grading dimensions. man~' new techn iques and 
approaches were introduce in the latter systems. including Latent Semantic Analysis, 
Bayes' Theorem and other techn iques or hybrid of abo e mentioned techniques. 
2. 1.2 Evolutions of Automated Essay G rad ing Systems 
As stated above, the automated essay grading systems starts with the Project 
Essay Grader which was built by Page in the 1960's. However, the system uses a 
method which assess the 'surface features' of an essay [38). This makes the system 
performs remarkably well at grading the style or wri ting quality of an essay. I lowever. 
the system cannot grade on the essay's content because of the mentioned method would 
not recognize the content of the essay. 
In the late nineties, Thomas Landauer and Peter Fohl developed the Intelligent 
Essay Assessor which employed the Latent Semantic Analysis techniq t11 . .: 16J. LS/\ is n 
machine-learning technology originally designed for document index ing nnd te:\t 
retrieving purposes. Unl ike other information n:tricval algorithms. this technique us<:. a 
much deeper mathematical ana lysis to correlate different \\ Oreb and contc:\t!>. J\ fu nction 
called singular value decomposition is used and thb rnu ld often c:-.hibit near-human 
comprehension of ne' word:> or pa" ·age!> 128 J. l hi-. i\ ubo "here the name latent 
semantic came from. rh1.: Intelligent Es-.ay A-.-;es-;or i-. rno~ t functional in grading hort 
cs-;uys for i t~ foctunl content. where style of' ri ting doc" not mat11.:r \Cr) much in the 
grnding. 
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With the existence of an essay system that could grnde fact hut not style and an 
essay system that could grade style but not fnct. th.: American Educational Testing 
Service decided to develop n system cap:iblc of both c nluuting methods. The E-rater 
extends the concepts of both PEG and IEA by using a combination of statistical and 
NLP techniques to extract linguistic features from the essay to be graded. (9) Essays are 
evaluated against a benchmark set of human graded essays. The system include the 
writing-style proxies of PEG. a content analysis function and more detailed algorithms 
for grading structure, and even select and weight predictive features for essay scoring. E-
rater appears to address the deficiencies of both I EA and PEG, and consistently produces 
accurate essay grades. 
From the above mentioned systems, we could sec that the essay grading system 
is evolving to reach a wider coverage of capabil ities. This is because human essay grader 
will consider both factua l and writing style when they grade the essays. Although in 
different type of essays, they emphasize on different pan . As the system evolves. more 
features and rules wi ll be adapted into the system so that the system will be more 
capable and ready to evaluate all types of essays. 
2.1.3 Limitations of Automated Essay Gruding Systems 
The mo:;t '> igniticant lin1ita1i o11 ol\:urrcnt uuwmated C!>!>a~ grading'\) ... 1cm i::. that 
the~ lllll \ t be ' traim:d ' with large olumcs ol' pre-graded e\\:l) '> bdi.1rc being able In 
produce acrnrate rc:tuh'>. Some of the '> Y'>lelll '> al ... o need manual in ta\ cntion in the 
training prm:cs ... to de fine rules and classify du1a 1201. 
/\not her li111iltltion or uvu iluhlc llUIOnmtcd C\ ... tl} grading ") \ lem j.., that the) 
c 111111n t tle:tl "ith tabular und graphical content i11 C'>\ay'>.191 I here j., ... umc form of I.! :> 3) 
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questions that requires the answer to be drawn. For e:\:tmpk n biology question might 
ask the student to draw certain organ and explain about the organ. Because current 
system cannot deal with graphical content . these types of questions must be avoided. 
Students also need suitable computer fncilit ics to write their essays and submit it. 
Especia lly if the system is ' eb bused, internet access wi ll be needed. Since the cost to 
provide every student with a cornputer is very high. an alternative is to provide suitable 
computer fac ilities that could generate the students' essays in machine readable form. 
2.1.4 Future Research of Automated Essay Grading Systems 
The models for automated essay evaluating system had been evolved over the 
years since 1966. From the model that do surface analysis on ly, to content spccitic 
analysis, to a combination of both. Different statistical techniques arc used in these 
systems. A II these system uses training sets of essays that were graded by humans. Out 
currently, there arc no intentions of taking away the human grader from thc sy~tcm . 
According to Oramanis, in The Evolution of Automatcd Essay Grnding. 
Instead of removing the human grader from the system, research is progress ing tm\ards 
providing student feedback for improving essays. detecting incoherent pa::.~age~ of tc.:~t . 
co-reference resol ution, and the gru<ling of shon -answcr tests 1201. 
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2.2 Document Similarity 
Most approaches to essay grading an: to compare the essays with a set of model 
answers using the information retrieval technique. The similnrit}i of the essays and the 
model answers arc determined by the mentioned methods and the essay wi ll be graded 
depending on its similarity with the model ans\ crs. Following are some methods used to 
determine the similarity of two documents. These methods are reviewed according to the 
level of dimension it used to find the similarity between documents. The Nearest 
Neighbor Algorithm uses a one dimension distance to determine similarity. Whereas, the 
Vector Space Model uses a two dimensional approach which is calculate the cosine of 
the angle between two vectors. Lastly, the Latent Semantic Analysis uses a multi-
dimensional space to analyze the similarity of documents. 
2.2.1 Nearest Neighbor Al~orithm 
A Nearest Neighbor method is one of the simplest algorithms. It is n statistical 
method using historica l data of measurements outcome variables lO get the va lue of the 
outcome variable of a sample based on its measurements. In another \\ Ord , it gi' c. nn 
output by comparing the distance of two data. ·1 his methods mcasun:: the simibrit ) of 
two documents in one dimension. Following i ~ a nearest neighbor algori thm b~ Sobhun 
Raj llota. I 161 
Algorithm : 
• For each fea ture in the input ca~c 
• Find the corresponding feature in the ~ torcd ca~c 
• Cn111purc the t\ o va lue-; to each other uml compute the ck l! rcc of m:11ch 
12 
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• Multiply by the weight coefficit!nt rt!prt!sl!nt ing tht! importance of the feature to 
the match 
• Add the results to derive the match score. 
The Equation used in Nearest Neighborhood algorithm is as fo llows: 
J•ri L. \1 ', x sb n f T • J . S ; ) 
,_l 
I D fl L:: 11 ·, 
J• l 
Where 
W, is the weighting factor of each individual feature i 
s, is the stored cases of each individual feature i 
7~ is the target case of the feature i 
The similari ty of two features is determined by the fo llowing function. 
s i1u( T, . ~ if 
if 
= S 
I 
= S 
' 
I " 
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2.2.2 Vector Space Model 
The Vector Space Model is originally n clnssic:1I informntion retrieval method. It 
is a ranking model that ranks individual documents against n query. The Vector Space 
Model has been involved in a lnrge part of the In formation Retrieval research. It was 
originally introduced by Gerald Salton nnd his assoc iates. This model proposes a 
framewo rk in which partial matching is possible [42). 
All terms in a document' ill be ass igned a weight. This set of terms defines an n-
dimensional space where each document, including the query, is represented as a vector. 
The vector is defined as the all of the terms weights in the document. Then, a measure of 
similari ty between document d and query q is done by calculating the cosine of the angle 
that is formed between the two vectors. By computing the cosine of the angle in between 
the two vectors, this method actually measures the similarity of two documents in two 
dimensions. Uc low is an equation of the similarity between vector d and vector q.1371 
cl . (i 
llci~ · l ~d . 
When we look at the array representations of these vectors, d I H'Od, 11•1.1 •...• \1'11 
t.1!1 and q 111'0<1. "''''·· ··· "'" 1 qi. where the' eight 11•1  rcpre cnts the presence of tcm1 i in 
documcrll j (rnordinatc of vector in the i-th dimcn,ion). the inner prmJuct become~ a 
normali1cd sum of "eight product · 11 91: 
' "
1
11 • II L," i.t 1•1 
--;:==~-===- · 
I ll I lI" I l 11 II I II l<f I 0 1t/ 
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There arc two types of weights that could he nssigncd to the \\eight WIJ . First. it 
could be a simple binary coordinate. For example, I " ill be assigned as the weight if 
term i appears in documcntj and 0 otherwise, or it could be adj usted fo llowing some 
specific weighting scheme. A common approach is to consider the product [37] 
ll'IJ = tfy • id/1 
where 
t/1J = term frequency of term i in documentj 
idfi = inverse document frequency showing how rare is term i in the entire 
collection of documents. 
The inverse document frequency can be computed as 
where 
N = number of documents in the co llect ion 
111- number of documents containing term i. 
In the information retrieval area, the cctor space model arc used in 1he carch 
engine. \\here the amount of calculations at qucr) run lime ha!\ to he min imi1e<l 10 
ensure fast query processing. In that ca c. similarities bet,vecn the qucr) ' cctor and c:ich 
document vector in the collection arc calculated a\ the dot product 11 9] 
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" n - 1 2 } \I' 
'\ ~, ,.,u id 
where the normalized term weights are computed for each term-
document combination beforehand and stored in a lookup tab le. The normalization 
denominators I
n- I 1 \I'_ 
I acO td • • h d d Th I' d • I arc equal w1th111 eac ocument . e norma 1ze we1g ltS 
are usually stored in a lookup file called the inverted file (37). This consists of two tables. 
called the dictionary and the postings. 
Binary weights 
The second weighting method is to use a binary weight wh ich consists of 0 or I 
only. This is a method suggested by Salton and Buckley. In their paper 1421. the 
provide some wi loring guidelines for the weighting scheme. They suggested that the 
query weight, w1q should be reduced to tfiq for long queric that contains multiple 
occurrences of terms. They also suggested that in the case of collection with short 
documents or co llections using controlled vocabulary. a hinary weight ing should be.: used . 
Thi -; is becau c the \\eighting method ment ionl!d :1bme promote-. the u' e nf 
terms that arc rare in the entire collection. It also promotes multiple occurrence-. of a 
term with in the same dm.: ument. This is good' hen use in in formntinn rctric\ al hcc:rn-.c: 
in that case. it could be a-;-;umcd thut the document \\Ou Id be more rclc\ :lilt to a q111:r~ 
But in the ca-.e of grading cs-;ay. n11iltiplc rn.:c urrcncc' of cenain term included in the 
correct ans' er should not 111ul-.e 11 'iludc111 ·, ""' '"er more co rr ect. Or ebc. the \ tudcnt 
16 
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could write certain term repeatedly and gain n remnrknhk gQ1de. Besides that. the 
weighting formula also promotes the use of terms thnt arc rnre in the entire collection. 
The weighting function gives less weight to a common ' ord. But in grading exam 
documents, we should take into considerations that the question might be easy and most 
of the students got it right. We want a high similarity between the correct answer and the 
student answer in that case. Or else, everyone might be getting a low grade when all of 
them got the answer right [ 19]. 
2.2.3 Latent Semantic Analysis 
Latent Semantic Analysis is an algebraic model l37] . Latent Semantic Analysis 
examines the document collection as a whole, and considers documents that huvc mnny 
words in common to be semantically close. It could extract and represent the contcxwal-
usage meaning of words by statistical computntions applied 10 a large corpus of text [26 J. 
There arc two important parts in Latent Semantic Analys is. The fi rst part is to arrange nll 
the frequency of each term from all documents into the term document matri:-.. . Belo" is 
an exam pk of a term document matrix from W \\" .nitk.org/ : 
Table 2- 1 Tenn Docu111 e111 Matri :-.. . 
l l..h.tUU(UI • b t d f f l h I I" I "' ft op ft r t \ OOOn1'iliit \Olu11hh: 
.. OllOOOOQllOOll O OllOllllO 
emutd U Cl 0 0 II 0 0 ll I) U II 0 II U II II II II 
Hh)e h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 II Cl 0 II II II 
.. ,., nun 11 n o o o o o o o o o 1 o n 11 
air OOll O OOOUUOll ll OOllllllll 
'l " I' ~' II II 11 0 I II II ti II II ii II II II 0 11 II 11 
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after assigning weights to di ffcrent terms in 1hc lcnn dncumcnt mntrix. it will go through 
a normalization process to normalize 1hc m:11rix. Then it will be send to the second main 
part of Latent Semantic Analysis which is the ingulnr Value Decomposition function 
(28]. After applying this function, the dimension of the term document matrix will be 
scale down. The result after this function will be a matrix that could show the latent 
semantic meaning of terms. Thus, this algorithm was given the name Latent Semantic 
Analysis. Latent Semant ic Analys is could work very well when use in essay grading 
system since it could find document with similar concepts. However, the latent semantic 
analysis requires a large set of documents to do the analyzing. When it is used in an 
automated essay grading system, it needs to be trained using a large set of sample 
answer. This is the reason that this method is not used in the system. Out we should 
maintain its consideration for future efforts. 
2.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, previous systems arc reviewed. Then impor1an1 algori1hms thnc 
arc use in the grading system arc reviewed. After revic' ing previous system~ and 
important algorithms. readers can have a better underswnding of an au1nmatcd cs~:\) 
grading system and tht: methods employed to grade essays. 
18 
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3.0 Methodology 
To develop an information system or soth arc, certain procedure and guidelines 
should be fo llowed. The procedure and guidelines should be well organized, so that it 
could lead the software development to success. These set of guidelines and procedure 
arc ca lled methodology. A methodology includes a sequence set of tasks involving 
activities. constraints, ddivcrables and resources that produce and maintain most or all 
information systems and software. 
Various methodologies will have different phase of software development li fe 
cycle. Nevertheless, every methodology wi ll have its complete software development 
life cycle. Each methodology will navigate th rough important phases in software 
development and have its phase products including structure charts, stimulus-respond 
threads, and state transition. Different methodologies wi ll give u different solution in the 
given environment of the multi-layered finite space consisting of the analysis. design, 
implementation, and testing plane, starting with the root represented by the prohh:m 
statement and ending with the goal represented by the system accept:rncc test. Oclo\\ urc 
some of the most popu lar methodolog) models: 
• Waterfall Model 
• Iterative-and-incremental Model 
• Rapid-prototyp ing Model 
• Ex treme Program ming 
• Spirnl Model 
19 
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• V-Model 
• Code-and-fix Model 
• Synchronize-and-stabi lize Model 
Ranging from the classic life cycle models to the innovative evolutionary 
models - they provide adequate analysis on project duration, budget and requirements to 
software developers. This is crucial for deve loping software that delivers on time, meets 
the user requi rements, keeps the errors and faults to minimum and easy to maintain. 
In the process of developing a full-fledged software system, it is crucial for us to 
have a specific methodology. This is important to ensure the software product delivered 
on time. meet user requirements whilst errors and faul ts are as minimal as possible. 
3.1 Mcthodolo~y Considera tion 
3. 1.1 l mporhrncc of Good Methodology 
/\ methodology should be chosen depending on the project. /\ good mcthodolog 
is a methodology that suite the project and has clear beginning and end at ' hich 
milestones can be determined. Without a good methodology. !>Oll\\ure de clopmcnt ri sh.s 
might occurs. 
Fol lo'' ing arc some bene fit~ expected from a good 1111.:thudolog) : 
• Give u clearer o er ie" of the system requirement!). 
• Prov ide a guideline for the developers so that the) kno\\ "hen the) need to 
complete a certain milesrnne!> and thu" the sy~t em could be de eloped 
con.;istent 1 y. 
• Facili1111 e and e11h:1111.: t.: the pl111111ed proccs" tow:11'lh grt.:111er effecti vcnc~"· 
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efficiency and reliability. 
• Errors, inconsistencies and discrepancies could bl! identi fied during the 
development. This could avo id making more errors or mistakes. 
• Increase the system quality by hav ing prototype so that the user could verify the 
prototype built. Thus, system could be developed accordingly. 
• Facilitates planning and controlling of the project. 
3. t.2 Conclusion on Development Methodology 
The methodology used in the development of automated essay grading system is 
the modified waterfall model with prototyping. In this case, the strength of both the 
waterfall model and prototyping model can be combined in a single project in which 
waterfall model support interactive design while the prototyping model helps to gain 
user requirement. 
Wa terfall Model with Prototyping 
Many problems cause by the trad itional model could be solved by irnplcrncn1ing 
the prototyping into the waterfall model. That is, a soft ware dcvclopmcnl ' ill c ol cs 
lots of iteration processes as li s1cd from the tradit ional waterfall model. The wa1crfa ll 
model will serves as the base for the \ hole development in the project de d opment a. 
its steps arc similar to the generic s1ep of solh arc engineering pnradigms. On the other 
hand. pmlntyping involved in the curl stage of the dcvelopmcnl " here 1herc "as :i high 
degree of uncerlainty in user requirement. Add i1ionall y. 1hc modified \\alcrfa ll modd 
has the same breakdown of developmcm task '. bu1 hus 1he addi tional feature of feedbac k. 
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to make things better. Therefore, usc.!rs arl.! allowed tq go hac~ to th~ prnvious stage to fix 
prob lem that occurs. Consequently. this approach can hnndle morl.! dynamic projects. 
The modified waterfall model with prototyping has gathered the advantages of both 
trad itional waterfa ll model and prototyping model. It improves the quality of the 
software li fe circle process and guarantees the qua lity of the final delivery system. 
Advamages: 
• Allows all or part of the system to be constructed quickly to understand or clarify 
the requirement 
• Understands the feasibility of a design or approach 
• Reduces risk and uncertainty 
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Requirement analysis a nd definition 
In this stage, the requirement of the automuted essay grading system was collected, 
despite the possibilities of fulfilling nil these requirements. System services, constraints 
and goals are established by gain ing information through various techniques. In this 
stage, feasibility study is involved and the deliverable at the end of this stage 1s a 
requirement document that states what need to be built. This is the "WHAT" phase. 
System and Software Design 
Reaching this stage, the system design process partitions the requirements of hardware 
and software. The architecture of the automated essay grading system is established in 
this stage and the requirement document in the earlier stage wi ll be map into the 
architecture. This architecture describes the functions, subsystems, component . 
interfaces and behaviors of the system. The de liverable design document is the 
architecture that defines the implement requ irement. This is the ··11o w ·· phase. 
Implementation and Unit Testing 
The automated essay grading system ' ill be built in this pha!:>C ''here the solh, are 
design is released as a set of programs or program units. Component ~ and function 
should be built according to the dl!sign document and requirement document from the 
previous stages. The design document and the requirement document !:>hould give 
guidance for the development. At the i.:ml of this statl!, un it testing is perfnnm:d to v1.:ril) 
that each unit meet-; it spec.:itication. 111 shorts, this srngc d1.:ab \\ ith i ~sues of qunlit). 
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performance, baselines, li braries and debugging. n u: ddi\ crnblc of this stage 1s the 
product it self. 
In tegration un<l System Testing 
In th is stage, the testing of the completeness of the automated essay grading system will 
be done. This is to ensure the quality of the system. At this stage, all the programs or 
program units of automated essay grading system are integrate and test as a complete 
system to determine if the solut ion as constructed meets the requirements. Once the 
testing of the complete system is successful , the product is considered fi nished and is 
delivered to the user. 
O peration a nd Maintenance 
This is usually the longest life-cycle phase. At th is stage, the system is put into practical 
use. Should there be any errors, and then maintenance will take plucc uHcr this. This is 
the part where system may have errors in it. Therefore, maintenance involved correcting 
these errors, which were not discovered earlier, and enhancement to the system can be 
done. 
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3.1.3 .Justifica tion of Methodology 
The modified waterfall model with prototyping ' as chosen for the fo llowing reasons: 
• This development methodology would help the developers to learn about the system 
and ga in better understanding of the enti re system. Gaining more understanding 
about the enti re system will ensure that the developer builds the right system 
according to the speci ft cation and verification checks the quality of the 
implementation. It also enables developers to develop more accurate system 
according to the user's di scretion. 
• With prototyping, users' participations are involved where user feedbacks can be 
gathered. It helps the developers to ensure that the requirements are feasible and 
practica l. Furthermore, it helps to evaluate alternative design strategics and decide 
which is best for the project. 
• This is simple and easy to understand development methodology. It helps the 
developers to lay out what they need to do easil y. Therefore in the process. there nrc 
no necessaries to burden the developers with the tasks in upcoming stage. In addition. 
the developers can have a better understanding and clearer guideline on what he or 
she should do during the development process. 
• Bi-directional arrows are used in between adjacent stages. The Oi-dircctional arro' s 
mean that there is feedback between adjacent stages. If a problem is fou nd in one 
stage. deve lnpcrs can return to the pn:vious stages so that suitabk correction can be 
taken. There is a cascading effect where developers can go back further and fun her 
up the waterfall unti l the problem cun be;: corrected properl y. 
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• Because this methodology is simple and easy to undc.:rstnnd. it will be easier to 
present or explain to the users, espc.:ci:illy those who arc not fami liar with software 
development methodologies. Therefore, developa s can give the users or customers a 
clearer view on what is going on. 
3.2 Req ui rement Elicitation Techniques 
Requirements elicitation techniques are essential for all system analysts. This 
process is used to co llect in formation about system problems, opportunities, solution, 
requirement and priorities. These are important step in bui lding a complete system. 
These skill s help to view the big picture of the system and lay down a strong 
groundwork. 
Different methods could be applied in this phase as different system might need 
different types of methods of requirements elici tation. In this project, five methods have 
been used to gather information and elicit requirements. The fi ve main methods are 
Internet surfing, reading materials, observation of existing system, interview and 
reviewing past researches. 
• lntc.:rnct surfing 
Mm1 y published paper!> and in fo rmation could be found b) u. ing the Internet. l3) 
uti li 1i11g the Internet using search engines such as Google. and Yahoo. relevant 
articles, research papers and \ cb sites could be collected n!> the re 'uurcc 
especially for literature reviews. Detailed explanation about tcchnolog) issues 
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could be found and these arc very useful in choosing npprqnch for the automated 
essay grading system. 
• Reading Materials 
In order to gain more understand ing on developing the automated essay grading 
system, reading materials is crucial. Materials that are gathered by using the 
Internet, reference books, journals and other printing materials had been read to 
learn about the previous approach to the system. Reference books,.theses and 
journals in Faculty Computer Science & Information Technology Thesis room 
and University of Malaya library are good resources to review on previous work 
and methods of building the system. Ideas from these readings arc adopted to 
build the automated essay grading system. 
• Observation of exist ing system 
Some existing automated essay grading systems arc tried and specifications of such 
system are observed. This is done by trying the system which arc available onlinc 
and also by reading relevant article about the systems. Rcvie' s of existing systems 
are discussed in Chapter 2. 
• Pao;t Research 
Previous thl!ses done by sc111ors which storl!d in the do,uml!nt room of Facult) 
Computer Science & Information Technology arc very good reference~ C\ en though 
nnt all of these theses arc relevant to the automated cssny grading "~ '\tern . They are 
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good references because they provided general idea of" hat tile theses should covers. 
By reading past research done by seniors. the basic guiddine and idea on how to 
generate a report could be grasped. 
3.3 Conclusion on Tools and Technology 
After reviewing and analyzing on all the tools and technologies, the most appropriate 
tools and technologies are chosen to develop this project. 
Selected System Architecture 
• The client-server architecture will be applied in designing the automated essay 
grading system, as this architecture is suitable in developing this interactive 
system. There are several advantages of using this architecture. One of the 
udvuntages of client-server architecture is the implementation is easier to 
organize and it allow different tiers to be developed in different languages. It also 
provides more flexible resource allocation and performance balancing. The 
complexity of deploying and supporting underl ying services and network 
communications are hidden from the user. 
Sclcctctl Applica tion Pia t form 
• Windows XP is chosen to be the project application platform among other 
operating system. This is because it supports all th1: toob and technologie that 
will he use in developing the automated cssuy grad ing sy~tcm . Be ide that, 
Windo' XP also offers sig11i lica111 graphic u ~cr i111crfac1: c11ha11cemc11 ts :md it 
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has built-in support fo r compressed fi le~ . A more stnhlc and improved 
troubleshooting tools arc available too. It nlso provides advanced sorting options. 
Selec ted Web Server 
• Microsoft Internet Information Server (llS) is chosen as the system web server, 
because it comes free with Microsoft Windows XP and includes a set of program 
for building and adm inistrati ng web site. It also supports the .NET framework 
very we ll because it was designed to support Microsoft ASP.NET technology 
and web based application that access database. IIS has indexing, performance 
and security enhancements over its old versions. And it also provides well 
integrated server administration tools which is easy to configure. Besides that. 
the I IS also supports window based web authoring and development tool 
Selected Programming La nguage 
• For this project, ASP.NET is chosen as it is the next generation of Microsoft 's 
Active Server Page (ASP), a feature of Microsoft's Internet lnformot ion crver 
(llS). It allo\ dynamic web page to be developed by insert ing qucrie to a 
relational database in the web page. AS P.NET is designed to write web 
application und it has many built in function that handles web based acti ity. 
After being compiled the first timl!, ASP.NET application "ill run fast unless the 
codes arc changed. 
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• Visual Basic.Net - Visual r3asic.N1.:t is the next g.enerntion of Vi~ual Basic. 
VB.Net could be use as code-behind to ASP.net. Besidt!s that, it is essential to 
the database connection and data rcada. The authoring environment also 
provides the developers with some very easy functions such as drag and drop 
buuons and forms. This eased the process of creating web forms. 
• .Javascript - Javascri pt wi ll be use as the client-side language. It is useful when 
some cl ient-side function , such as message box and alert pop-up windows are 
needed. This is to complement the lack of such functionality of Visual Basic.Net. 
Selected Database Management System 
• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is the suitable choice for the development of e-
veterinary system as it works well with databases of any size. Additionally. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is the most robust database for th<.: windows family. 
Advantages of Microsoft SQL S<.:rver 2000 arc that it is able to support large-
scale database and allows future expansion. It has l ligh scal::ibilit . availability 
and reliabi lity. It is also very easy to installation, deployment and use. It \\Orks 
we ll with other Mi c.:rosotrs component and it can be queried and updnti:d 1::1 
web browsers through integration with ll S. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discuss about the methodology of the system development. Waterfall 
methodology with prototyping has been chosen as the framework to develop the system. 
Various techniques of information gathering such as online surfing, reading materials, 
observation, di scussion and questionnaire have been practiced. This chapter also 
includes the conclusion on tools and technology 
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C ha pter 4 
4.0 System Ana lysis 
System nnalysis for the automated essay grading system is an attempt to 
determine clearly of all requirements before proceeding into the following phase. These 
requirements include the functional requirements and non-functional requirements. The 
functional requi rements arc functions or subsystems that are mandatory to the system. 
Non-functional requirements are essential definiti on of the system properties and 
constrains under which a system must operate. 
4.1 System Requi rement Ana lysis 
System requirement analysis determ ines the fun ctional and non-functional 
requirement of the proposed system - Automated Essay Gruding ystem. It is an 
important feature of the system that makes the system capable to operate and fu lfi ll s the 
system's intention. 
-'.I. I Functiona l Requirements 
/\ functional requirement is a function or sub'>y'>tem that lllll '>t be included in the 
system to satisfy the need of the S) stem. Functional requirements describe the functions 
the system should provide and also corresponding user. Use case diagram is used here to 
show t hi.! fun ctional rcqu in.:mcnts. 
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Use Case Diagram 
A use case models an interaction between the software product itself and the 
users of that software product (actors). 
A use case diagram is used to model the interaction between the system and the 
users of the system. It shows a set of use cases. actors (normally the users) and their 
relationships. With a use case diagram. the system could be easi ly visual ize because it 
shows clearly all the functions that certain user could gain access to. Use case diagrams 
are also essential for specifying and documenting the behavior of a function , for testing 
executab le systems through forward engineering, and for comprehending executable 
system through reverse engineering. Table 4-1 show the notation used in a use cnsc 
diagram. 
Table 4- 1: Notation used in a Use Case Oiagr:un 
E lements/ l~elationships Notat ion Descr iption 
Use case a sequence of actions that provide 
something of measurable value to 
an actor 
~ 
-Actor ~ a person, organization. or external system that plays a ro le in one or more interactions ' ith the systerr1 
System Boundary To indicates the scope of the 
System sy\tem "here an} th ing " ith in the 
bo~ represent functionality th:ll i 
in scope and an} thing outside the 
box is not. 
-
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Association - lines connecting use cases and 
nctQrs to one another, with an 
optional arrowhead on one end of 
the line 
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The use case below shows the function:tl rcqu irl!mcnt of automntl!d essay grading 
system. 
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Table 4-2: Description fo r Automated Essay G rndi nl! Sy~tem Use Case Oiagntm 
Use Case 
Log - in 
Registration 
Upload 
questions and 
model 
answers. 
Edit question 
Set mode 
Actor 
Teachers, 
Students 
Student 
Teachers 
Teachers 
Tcacher· 
Export l{csults 1'1.:ud1cr 
Description 
This function verify and authenticate the user and 
determine the level of the user when login to the 
system. A valid user name and password will be 
needed to login. According to the level of the user, 
di ffe rent function will be available. 
Alternate flow: 
If not being authori zed, error message will be 
displayed. User will not be ab le to log in 
Student must register before they could use the 
system. 
Teachers can up load the questions and model answers 
using th is function. The question and corresponding 
model answer must be uploaded together. 
Alternate fl ow: 
If either the question or model answer is not chosen, 
error message wil l be displayed. 
Teachers can use th is function 10 sci the uploaded 
questions to be available for the studems. Be ides 
that, reachers can choose to delete the question once it 
i!) nor ncc<k d anymore. 
Teachers can set the mode of the S)'Stcm to be a 
practi ce or a test. If it is a 1cst. the teacher can set the 
timer. 
·1 eacllcrs can use thc fu11ctio11 10 sa e the results of 
-
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the student in a iik . ·-
View Results Teachers, Teachers c:rn view all the students result and the 
Students students can only Vie\ their own results. The 
submitted essay could be view in the view result page 
as wel I. 
Ed it local Teachers Teachers can edit the local dictionary to avoid some 
dictionary word to be over-stemmed. 
Edit synonym Teachers Teachers can edit the synonym list to add or delete 
list synonyms and also adjust the weight if certain 
synonyms are used. 
Edit Profile Teachers, This function enables the users to edit their profiles. 
Students update their detai ls and change passwords. 
Choose Students Students can choose the question from the avai lab le 
available questions that the teachers enabled. 
question 
Compose Students Students can write or compose their essay. 
essay 
Save essay Students Students can save their essay before summiting them. 
- --Submit Students Students use this function to !>Ubmit their cssa alkr 
fin ishing them. 
- --
-Log-out Teacher<;. The users can logout after the) fini hcd using the 
Students S) Sh:m. 
~ 
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4.1.2 Non-Functional Requi rements 
A non-functional Requirement is a descri ption of foatures. characterist ic and 
attributes of the system. It also decrypts the constr~ ints that may limit the boundaries of 
the proposed system. Below are some of the non-functional requirements for Automated 
Essay Grading System. 
• Consistency 
With the same set of inputs, the system should generate a set of consistent output. 
• Reliability 
The system should be able to handle error and give a correct respond in its dai ly 
operations. It should be able to perfo rm the daily functions and operations 
reliably. f or example, when the teacher up loads a question and answer. the 
database should be updated in the corresponding fields. 
• Security 
The system will be implemented by using user password and authent ication 
manner. This will provide eflicient security to allo' information could be ie\\ 
by the rightful user only. For example: when a student login. thl! student can onl ) 
access fu nctions avai lab le to students. 
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• Efficiency 
The system should be more efficient in grading essay compared to a human 
grader. The system should produce the outcome at a speed which is faster than a 
human grader needs. 
• Manageability and Maintainability 
The system should be easy to manage. There are functions available to maintain 
the users profile and the teachers can manage the uploaded files using the edit 
question function. 
• Expandability 
The system should be ab le to be ex tended to accommodate more functional ity in 
the future. Because the system arc built using web fo rms, addi tional function 
could be accommodate eas ily by adding new button or web form fo r the function. 
• Oatahasc Main tenance 
Database maintenance is a vi tal operat ion of every database S) stem. The 
administrator should perfo rm the backu p opcration frequent!) to avoid 
unexpected event:-;, Should thc databasc be damaged or lo t in an) \\a). it cou ld 
be restored by using the backup copy or the database. 
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4.2 Tools and Technology Proposed 
To choose the most suitable tools and technolog}i !Qr this project - Automated Essay 
Grading System, reviews on the system and discussions had been done. After all the 
discussions and consideration, the proposed tools and technology are as shown in the 
table below: 
Table 4-3: Tools and Technology Proposed 
Development Model Waterfa ll Model wi th Prototyping 
System Architecture Client-Server Architecture 
Application Platform Windows XP Professional 
Web Server Internet Information Server 5. 1 with .NET framework 
Web Browser Internet Explorer 6.0 
Programming Language ASP.net, VisualBasic.net, Javascript 
Authoring Tools Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 
Database Management System Microsoft® SQL Server 2000 
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4.3 Hardware a nd Software Requirements 
Hardware and software requirements dcscri b~ the GQnstraints on computers and 
peripheral equipments. Hardware and software requirements need to be decided to 
determine the performance requirements' feasibility. Both hardware and software 
requi rements arc divided into runtime and development requirements. 
Table-'--': llardware and Software Requirements 
Run Time Development 
Hardware • 500 MHz Pentium I higher • Pentium IV 1.7 Gigabyte 
Requirements microprocessor I or • Random Access 
equivalent Memory : 512 MB 
• Random Access Memory : • Hard disk : 40GB 
128 MB and above (5 I 2MB • Display : YGC display 
recommended) card 
• Hard disk: 40 GB and above • Others standard computer 
• Standard input and output peripherals 
• Others standard computer 
peripherals 
Software • Windows 2000 server • Windows XP 
Requirements (Windows XP Professional is • Internet Explorer 6. 1 
recommended) • Internet In fo rmation 
• Any web browser (Internet Server 5.0' ith .NET 
Explorer 6.0 is framework 
recommended) • Micro on ' QL erver 
2000 
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4.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter starts with discussing about the evaluation of the requirement analysis, 
which consists of functiona l requirements and non-functional requirements. The 
functional requirements are shown using the use case diagram which describes the 
funct ionality and the services that the system is expected to provide. The non-functional 
requirements will affect the overall quality and performance of the system. Then 
summary of hardware and software is presented in this chapter. It is divided into run-
time requirements and development requirements. A list of tools and technology 
proposed is also included. 
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Chapter 5 
5.0 System Design 
System design 1s an essential step because it is the transition of the analysis 
phase to the system development phase. Despites the development model or standard 
being used, system design is applied. In the system design, the requirements analyzed in 
the previous phase will be translate into the representation of the software. This will act 
as a 'b lue print ' fo r constructing the system. The info rmation collected earlier is used to 
accomplish the logical design of the system. It involves designing accurate data entry 
procedures and provides accurate input to the system being developed by using 
techniques of good fo rm and screen design. 
Under this chapter, the system design will be discuss in the fo llowing categories: 
• System Architecture 
• System Functionality Design 
• Database Design 
• Interface Design 
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5. 1 System Architecture 
f igure 5. 1 is a diagram that shows hO\ the components in the automated essay 
grad ing system interact and work together to achieve the total system goals. This system 
consists of two main modules. These modules are the indexing module and the grad ing 
modu le. This report will focus mainly on the grading module. 
This is how the system works, the upload document which is also the model 
answer used to grade the student's essay wi ll be indexed. The indexed version of the 
document is ston:d so that the system doesn't need to repeat the indexing process every 
time it grades a student's essay. The student essay will go through an indexing process 
before sending it to the grading process. After that, both indexed document will be send 
to the grading modu le to process the grade. The result wi ll be stored in the database. 
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Upload 
documents 
Indexing 
Grading 
Student 
essays 
Indexing 
Figure 5. 1: The Framework of Automated Essay Grading System 
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5.2 System Functionality Des ign 
In the automated essay grading system, there nre two main modules which are 
the Indexing Module and the Grading Module. System functionality design explains 
how the modules work and how it interacts with the other module. This report will focus 
only on the grad ing module. There are two grad ing modules presented here. These two 
modules will be designed to be interchangeable for gathering results for research 
purposes. 
5.2. l The Vector Space Model Module 
After going through the indexing module, the resu lt will be a list of terms with 
corresponding frequency of occurrences. Before going through the grading calculation. 
some preparations must be done with the resu lt from the indexing process. The terms 
will be sorted to case the matching process. first, a weight will be assigned to each term. 
Since the binary weight wi ll be use, for each term, if the frequency is larger than 0 then 
the weight will be set to I. Otherwise, the weight will be set to 0. Then the non-1cro 
weights will be normalized. 
After the abovl! mentioned stl!ps are done, we proceed to calculate the product of 
the model answer vector and submitted answl!r vector. To do thi::i. \\C "ill ~earch for a 
pair of matching terms and once a pair of matching terms is found. \Ve calculate the 
product of their weights. This process will be repeated until all pair of matching tam 
arc found and have calculated product of thl!ir corrcsponding weights. Whl!n matching 
the terms. a synonym dict ionary will bl! use to match terms with same meaning. A 
multiplier could he ass ign i11 the sy11011 ym dictionary to give a <\m:l llcr \\ eight once u 
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synonym is used. Afier calculating all the product of matched terms. the results are 
added to get the sum. This sum will be stored in a variaqle S. 
Then we proceed with calculating the square for all the tenns weight. The 
squared terms weight for the model answer and submitted answer will be sum 
respectively. After that, the square root or each result will be computed and store in 
variable d and q. 
By dividing variable S with the product of variable d and q, we will get the 
cosine of the angle between two vectors of the model answer and submitted answer. This 
result will be use to find the final grade of the submitted answer. Since the result will be 
ranging from 0 to I, it is necessary to go through another function to transfonn it into a 
grade. With a result closer to 0 brings the meaning that both essays are not similar. it 
will be assigned a worse grade. A result closer to I will get a better result. 
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The following chart shows all chc process of this module: 
Indexed Document 
Calculate Square of 
Document Terms Weight 
Calculate Sum of Square 
Calculate Square Root (d) 
Sort Terms 
Assign Weights and 
Normalized Weights 
Calculate Square of Query 
Terms Weight 
Calculate Sum of Square 
Calculate Square Root (q) 
Calculate S/(c!"q) and 
determine grade 
Figure 5.2 Vcccor Spucc Model Module 
Indexed Query 
Match Terms 
Calculate Product of 
Matcnlng Document 
Terms Weight and Query 
Terms Weight 
Calculate Sum of 
Products (S) 
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5.2.2 The Nearest Neighbor Algorithm Module 
The results from the indexing module wi ll be match to lind matching pair of 
terms. Before the matching process starts. the terms will be sorted to ease the matching 
process. Then the frequencies of the terms will be normalized. A synonym dictionary 
will be use to match terms with same meaning. A multiplier can be set so that a lower 
weight will be given when that particular synonym is used. By using the overlap 
distance function [34 J, all matching tenns wi ll be assigned a weight of 0 and non-
matching terms wi ll be assigned a weight of I. 
Then the product of the normalized terms frequencies and the weight will be 
calculated. With all matching terms assigned to a weight of 0, we actually get the sum of 
the normalized terms frequencies of non-matching terms and store the result in a 
variable s. Then. all the normalized terms frequencies, whether they arc matchl!d or not. 
wi ll be added together and store in a variable S. By dividing variables wi th variable S, 
we obta ined the distance between two documents. The result will go through a transform 
fun ction to change the result into an essay grade. The distance between two documents 
' ill determine the similarity of the documents. A rl!sult closer tn I will bl! meaning that 
both documents nre not similar and a result closer to 0 wi ll determine that both 
documents arc cry similar. Thu!>. a higher grade' ill be gi en to a result clo-.c 10 0 and 
a " or"ie rcsu It " i 11 ht: ass i gnt:d to t h1: rcsu It c lo-;e to I . 
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The fo llowing chart shows the process of this modull!: 
Indexed Document 
Match Terms in Quory 
wilh Terms in Document 
Overlap Distance Function 
Product or Weight and 
Normallzod Torms 
Frequencies (s) 
Sort Terms 
Nonnalized Te<ms 
Frequencies 
Culculotu sJS tm<J 
dulurmlnu grudu 
Figure 5. Nc11rc~1 Ncil{hhor A l~ori1l1111 Module 
Indexed Query 
Sum Nomiahzed Terms 
Frequencies (S) 
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5.3 Database Design 
Data storage is important in a system . The datn storngc in the nutomated essay 
grading system is needed especially to store the path \ here the model ans\ ers and the 
students essays arc save. Without data storage, this in formation might lose and we could 
not retrieve desired data anymore. The database is constructed using Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000. The objecti ves of dntabase design arc: 
• Efricient data storage 
• Data availabi lity 
• Data accuracy, consistency and integrity 
• Purposefu l information retrieval 
• Efficient updating and retrieval 
Below is the tables of automated essay grad ing system 
• : primary key 
Table 5-1: Table of Teacher 
Field Na me Oulu Type Length Description 
•Teacher! I) varchar 9 Teacher's II) 11urnh1.: r 
TcachcrNa 111c varchar 50 I cacl11.:r'' name 
er Name char 20 T1.:ach1.:r'' usa name 
PU'i\\\Old urch:ir 20 I enchcr·, pav ... \\oru 
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Table 5-2: Table of Student 
Field Name Data Type Length Description 
*Student ID varchar 9 Student 's ID number 
StudentNamc varchar 50 Student 's name 
UscrName varcahr 20 Student· s user name 
Password varchar 20 Student 's password 
- -TcacherlO varchar 9 Student 's teacher 
Table 5-3: Table of EssayQuestions 
Field Name Dutia Type Lenf,!th Description 
•Question ID nvarchar 10 Question ID 
TeachcrlD char 9 Teacher's ID 
-
-/\ vai lab il ity nvarchar I Detenninc whether the question is 
ava ilable to the studcms or not. 
- - -Modi.! nvarchar 10 Determine' hcthcr it is a test. qui1 or 
c:<crc1'1c. 
- -TablcNamc nvarchar 100 Tnhh.: 11 11rne or tht.: model tlll 'i \VCr 
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Table 5-4: Table of Essay Answers 
Field Name Data Type Length Description 
• s tudent ID Nvarchar 9 Student's ID 
Question ID char 10 Question ID 
EssayGrade nvarchar 10 Grade of the essay 
FullAnswer text Full answer of the student essay 
5.4 Prototype User Interface Design 
A Graphical User Interface (GU I) is a graphical user interface rather than purely 
textual that is used to accommodate interaction between machines and the user. Its rnn in 
task is to communicating information from the machine to the user, and communicating 
informati on from the user to the machine. 
Autom:lted essay grading system is a web based sys1cm; therefore the u. er 
interfaces arc designed according to web page style. Typically the user int-.:rfucc j ., 10 
help users 10 navigale 1hrough '' ch page und make request. 
The aulonwh:d cssu grading sys1c111 i111erfaccs arc di vided in10 l\\ o different ca1cgori-.:" : 
1. Teacher irllcrfacc 
11. Studerll inlerfocc 
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Teacher in terface 
1. Upload question and model answer pogc 
( lo [<II 'i- ,,.... •• 1 .... u.... 
..; ••• · v · ii i;l fad,, s_,. ,'"( r-.. e l:...> ,., .:!! · ; Xi I ·!'1. 
.. 
.:.J 
Fi~ure 5-4: Prototype Upload question and mod el a nswer p:tJ!c 
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11. Edit question page 
p l M ... ., ..... .., .. IA IY'o<l"onuG>"" , ... ~ YAl1C AtNt ,...,,_.Jl\ll IAf'AI .1c,...., 
.tlom 1elcliloi"1 Mud• I"'-" \.ttJ•YA muitri~.., lttp<rcovun mtrtlu l...Jm 
1m b-.M .m. Ylol\i nvn,. ~ \,at.an ~.,.,, st;•nll Yllll wiut ptntr.a p•.l.o !'llln n 
b J (\"""" mtNP' l<tf l b ; nl ' b C<d b 1'"°<i U l'.ill bli ...... 6'-f"""'"'"" 
...,.....,..,, ktp .Lo lttnJ.., ·h u , ...,. ,,...i .\ A.ou T rnu•• 
~ •) lr.rlll'A """""' ~ mcnuir.luo Pt1111lM> r-<!Ull lt.,,.J. cunwar..M Mwyu 
~>).Ill ~<f,,,_ WUIJIU D ltlltbu 1 
r 3 • l P 1£..m.tnol<.ah m.uyw .ilt.a: MtlJ"/\I Ir 1dut<>NI tnt!lithDtJlll l<.tl'(rlWl(O<l eLnom 
mtttlu ••btk.m mtldtlu 
h) llfl.--".h "'""Y" .Ir., M•l1)'111TYm•..W k • .,...,, """ l"I .... m'f•h l-111-•n ,,_,1r,,. 
r•tlt•• '""" t..ol•r w. 
Figure 5-5: Prototy pe Edit question page 
• ti " 
• ~ Go lriJ " I 
IC 
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Student Interface 
1. Choosing avai lable question page 
- . 
Sistem Pemarkahan u ~ · 1 
lM•n•tY_et IJIJl{t.•Jn:N.rnJ,t-'O <«4 b;iur Dr-' IU\tl •1q4,n."\.la rrpa; +GiAO 
al.Ml! 1rl\rijN_ Mml.a rw t mm m:;mpY, ktrtGm» ma-kl .Jw 
Im W snkTif.# m:t11e1 !>al.JO&""' Ut!lctJ l'd\I pm! Ctf.!TA U1~b,!)rt 
l!U.tnwrun:ci•t; l;w1• cm@ Up!ob yw Ill""' IM .W.111 hptll!!!\g.?Q 
rnm'!l " 0 kn e1• t"uta!Q ·~'fl!A!) aw!J h Aul Irn1.zar.a 
.!..Jl.Jl~~ """"'°"' .u.l!!ml.Ju1'""'1.ilJ11•111\·lr~,., ~·r 'T.tlt\' • .wu~• n• m p1•1•h 
tilU~l.Y~· 
~·M.4 Md1w ID"'m<crh k'G&IM o•··~•tl D\t'tf'k.a drfi.llll r.ut.tu. 
QSU;~~ \>rff .. rt•h 
.& l H JtA1+1«t kt CJlllA ltt11k•1 Mrk,"• }.f ... W.-• IM t1 '"b 1»J 11'!"' 
~.bu,~.> Jil'~ ltlul,.r'I' ' "1'lAI ~ 
. . . 
Figure 5-6: Prototype C hoose uva ilahle question pugc 
- {f " 
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11. Compose essay page 
At>hloi SJ• Ttlu.n buu•oi ·:;. ""..,. •d<r» •ur uru s , .i.v., trlun ~ 'Hwlf' smw. ""'I' 
••mu• " .. -'an 
I M.oot••ot .q.-.. _ ,,,., _., • ~ l "'l •"'"' U..0.-"'"l '-' """'1"" •"'"' ,..t•i<'Q 
....,u .. ~t-'>"f"'~""'' ,. •~c_,~..,n~• ..... d.toimWt'"•~ trri 11')rrllt!f }id;~ 
l~J'"" M )>' .an t.lrC) ..... I I*""! IM".l.O Nr• t'I 
I ) Of<Vo"' """"l.J I .,...U <O'l'(l.-C""D't ! .YV) ,_,,. •u • I ,,,., I _.,.nt;" ~I Ol).IO.O 
~ "' .,..., h••>M",,._., ,,. .... f*11 .-T>"' " 
Figure 5-7: Prototype Compose Essay Pugc 
- ff " 
• l:] Go l.ri.t .. 
l 
..:J 
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5.5 Chapter Summary 
Chapter Five present the system architecture, system functionality design, database 
design and interface design. The main system consist two main modules and this report 
focuses on the grading module. System functionality design explains the process in 
automated essay grad ing system where rwo diITercnt approach of developing the module 
were explained . For darabasc design, 4 rabies in rhe dara dictionary that act as the 
descri pt ion of the database structure and contenrs. Some proposed interface designs were 
included for the user interface design. 
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C hapter 6 
6.0 System Implementation 
In this phase, the design of the Automated Essay Grading System will be implemented 
and built. The system implementation process involved converting the software 
representation design into a fo rm that could execute on a computer. The initial stage of 
system implementation involves setting up the development environment. This includes 
setting up development tools to faci litate the system implementation. After that, the 
system implementation phase will includes the coding of the program by using a suitable 
programming language and coding approach, testing of the system to make sure that the 
functions in the program will work as planned and debugging the program, which is ;1 
process to discover nnd correct error or bug within the program . 
6. 1 Development E nvironment 
The initial stage of system implementation involves setting up the development 
environment. Development environment is ve ry important to the development of a 
system as suitable hardware and son, arc will determine the succc ... of' the project. 
6.1.1 llanlwarc 
nclO\ is the h:mh arc conlig11ratin11 that used w develop th is sy'\tcm: 
• AMD Ath lon 1.7(11 11 
• 512 MH RAM 
• XO<lll hnrd di "~' ith upprnximutcly 20( iH of Ice !ipacc 
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• IT' Flatscreen monitor 
• Other standard peripherals 
6. 1.2 Software 
The software tools that were used to develop this system are as below: 
• Microsoft Windows XP Pro fessional with Service Pack 2 
• Microsoft Internet Information System 5. 1 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 
• Microsoft .Net Framework I. I 
• Microsoft Visual Studio.Net 2003 
• Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
• Adobe Photoshop C 
• Macromedia !'lash MX 2004 
6.2 Program Development 
During program development. program is wrilten, user interface is be ing developed nnd 
dntaba ·c is initiali Lcd ' ith data. 
6.2. I l'ro~r:am Development Process 
The automated essay grading system is fo lio' ing a program development proce-.s thnt 
consists of 5 step": 
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Review the program 
documenlal ion 
i 
Design the program 
i 
Code the program 
~ 
Test the program 
i 
Completing the program 
documenlalion 
Fieurc 6-1: Proeram Development Proccs~ 
i. Review the Program Documen1a1io11 
The program documentation that was prepared during the earl y phases needs to be 
reviewed. This documentation helps 10 determine the v.iork 1ha1 need to be covered 
during the coding phase. 
ii . Design thl! Program 
A Her reviewing the documenlation. 1hc nc~ I le\ cl i .... to complete a progr:un de~ign 
during the system deve lopment \ here 1he ability of the S) .... tem ~hould be detcrrninl.!d. 
This i-; lhe procc-;s des igning ' hat lhe system rmr 'il do hy de eloping n logica l !-.O lu1ion 
to the progrun1111ing prnhlem. 
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iii . Code the Program 
Coding is a process of writing the program instruction where the instruction implements 
the program design. The coding step translates the design specifica tion to a 
programming language and further compi led it into a machine-readable fo rmat. 
iv. Test the Program 
During the level of program testing, the program processes actual data and produces 
information on which user wi ll be relying on. The testing involved are un it testing and 
integration testing. 
v. Completing the Program Documentation 
Completing the program is essential for the successfu l operation and maintenance of the 
system. This documentation inc ludes the system's user manual that may be needed hy 
most of the users as well us the system admi nistrator. 
6.2.2 oding Approuch 
Thi · system is developed modularly using top-do' n approach. Thb top-dm\ll approach 
allows the higher-I\! cl modules to he coded fi rst bcfon: the Im er- le cl modules. The 
codes in the lower modules contain only an erll ry n11d :m exit. In short s, this approach 
look ut the large picture of the sy'item fi rst, 1111d then exploding into 'imallcr pan . 
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6.2.3 Coding Principle Applied 
There are a few principles need to apply when cod ing the program. 
Readabili ty 
Readability is essential for future enhancement. Coding style and convention applied 
may strongly affect the readability. Codes need to be formatted to enhance 
understanding. 
Rcusability 
Rcusability is an important principle. It can be considered as a method for improving 
product quality throughout the system development process. In addition, it also reduces 
the coding time as well as the testing and documentation time. 
Modularity 
Sof1ware wi th effective modularity is easier to develop because fun ction may be 
compartmentalized and interfaces are simplified. Independent modules arc easier to 
maintain because secondary effl.!cts caused by design or code modification arc limitl.!d. 
error propagation is rcducl.!d. and reusable modu le nrc poss ib le. 
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6.2.4 Style Adopted 
The coding paradigm adop1cd by the system is oriented at giving rel iabi lity and 
performance a balance. 
Naming Convention 
Naming convc111ion provides easy identification for the programmer. The naming 
convention is created with coding consistency and standard ization in mind. This will 
also make understanding an object easier by looking at the prefi x of the name. For 
example: 
Automated Essay Grad ing System Objec t Naming Conventions 
A P.NET Server ln pur Conr rols Instances 
Button btnObjectNamc 
Calendar calObjectName 
Check Box chkObjcctName 
Check Box List chlObjectName 
Data Grid dteObjectNamc 
Data List dtlObjectNnmc 
Drop Down List l s tO~ectNamc 
1 lypcr Link lnkOl?jcctName 
1 mage llutton hu rObjcct Name 
lma~c imeObjectName 
Label lhlObjcctNurne 
--Link Button ln kQ!>~tName 
--Panel pn IObjcctNarne 
Rud io Button rd h0.£j_cct Na111 c 
Rad io 11utton List nllC~cctNnme 
>--
-
Repeater rprOhjectNume 
l":lblc r hl0b1£ct Nu me 
--Tuhlc Ro' rowOhjectN11rnc 
!'able Ce ll cclOhjcct Nt1111e 
re ~t IJo\ r '1< >hjcct Nt1111e 
lk side-. the n11111i11,.; con c111io11 li1r cuch uhjcct.;, there urc ulso rwm ing convent ion for 
.;1nrcd procedure-. 1111d tnhlc-. i11 1hc "i()I -.er vcr, 
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Automated Essay G rading System Stored Procedure Nnmin~ Convention 
I. Stored procedure name: 
usp_ Type_StoredProcName 
e.g. usp_Mst_Student 
usp_Stud_Result 
usp _ Tcacher _Quest ion 
2. Function name: 
fun c FunctionName 
e.g. func_ GctDocketNum 
3. SQL statements: 
if ex ists (Condition ) 
BEGIN 
<4 spaces> SELECT Att ribute I 
<4 spaces>FROM TablcNamc 
<4 spaces> WI IERE Condition 
END 
.:. Uses 4 spaces, instead of tab. fo r each inner statement. 
Automated Essay GradinJ! System SQL Table N:tming Convent ion 
I . Table name 
a) Master table: 
Mst TablcNamc 
e.g. Mst Customer 
h) Vic' t~tbl c : 
Vicw_TablcNamc 
e.g. View Wurchousc 
c) Module table: 
Module TnblcNumc 
e.g. tud Rc-;ull 
rcuchcr Soalu11 
2. F1ulM11stcr 
- lur dropdmvnli ' t co111 rn l 
). Fur cnch crc111cd ·1 nhk. mid 10 uttrllrnh.'s for fu1urc 11 111i11tcnun t:c. 
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Indentation and S pacing 
The main purpose of indentation and spacing is to ease rending and tracing of code. 
They make the coding looks neat and tidy. 
Program Com ments 
The comments explain the logic of the cenain code, the purpose of a particular program 
block or other descriptive labe l. f'o r Example: 
--Slart Mn1ching 
IF EX ISTS(SELECT a.ID FROM ' + @nTableNamc + ' a INNE R JOIN' + @sTableName + ' b 
ON a.ans Word b.nnsWord WI IERE a.10 - @i) 
The comment in the code above indicates the starting of the matching function. 
6.3 lmplcmcnration of Essuy Grnding Algorilhms 
f irst, a class in the Visual Basic is needed to call upon the stored procedure that contai n.:; th e.: 
main al gorithm for grading essay. This class is responsible to encapsulate all the infomrntion that 
needs to call the stored procedure. The code is presented as fo ll ow: 
Nan1<' <i POC <' En11 1 rw 
Puhl If nu .... c h Cr111d11111 
' //dc•dn r r -. 11 Con11 
P1 1vn11• o; 11Con11 A:. S 11 11111 
Svs l !'Ill. Con I 11(111'111 I 011. Con r 11(11 1 II I 11111S1'1 I 11111 ... 1\ppS1'1 I I Ill! .. . ( , p I {"('011111•1 I 11mSt I 111 11 " ) 
P1 1v11t!' oh1S11l lh•lp1•1 .h S11l llPlp1•1 
l'uhl t r :\uh " ' ·" 1C,1 .11hn11<lh \ ,tl ,1l ,1l1l 1•\ ,1n1P h '1 11 11111. lh '.111 s l.1l1lo•\,1111" \ s S t 1 11n:. lh Rl'I 
111 \ <; Sc11U.11.1R1•.111t•1 > 
01m nl11r ls A'> ~ ... c h S11 lll1•l11"1 
01 Ill oh tl'il l 11111 , \ •, ~11 I1'11 1 111111 1 1 l'I () 
oh JC' I · .. 1tl't l'111111111'\ 1•1 " 1 • 1 ( uh11'11 1 11111 ~ . ·11.,11 ( ,I( \Il l \ (, 111 .ul1· I , o;111 · 1 
oh jPi11 11m•. CO) Vn I 111• 11 I11h I 1•N111m• 
oh 11'"1 nm•. (I ) , \. 111111• .. 1111tl .. \ ,111w 
11111« ' " 1•,1 ·1 1>.11111<1•11111• 1 C1t1. ·11 .. 11 l.K\111 \!, c.11111•· 1 r. 111·. 11ti1l'11 1111n ) 
l 1111 Suh 
l 11.t ('I 41'1 '1 
h ut N11m1••11o1c 1• 
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Essay G rading Stored Procedure 
The essay grading stored procedure is the part where the grading algorithm is 
implemented into the system . This stored procedure hns live main parts. The fi rst part is 
to declare and initiali zes all required variables. Then, it goes into a loop that calculates 
required calcu lations for matched terms. A ficr that. it ' ill start to find matches by using 
the synonym list. These arc done separately so that the original' ord will have a higher 
priority to be matched. After al l the matching processes, the final calculation for both 
Nearest Neighbour Algorithm and the Vector Space Model wi ll be done. By using the 
result of the Vector Space Model. the last part wi ll decide the grade of the cssuy. The 
result of the two algorithms and the grade will be returned in a tab le. 
CREATE proc uc;p_GRADING Grade E,c;ny 
@nTnblcNnmc vnrChar(JO). 
@sTnbleNnmc varchnr(30) 
as 
SET NOCOUNT ON 
DECLARE @SQL varChnr{8000) 
set @SQL • ' 
DECLAR E @SumOn>roductVSM FLOAT 
DECLARE @SumOn>roductNN FLOAT 
DECLARE @i INTEGER 
DECL ARE {ti)iMAX INTEGER 
DECLARE @proccssWord V ARCI IAR(50) 
DECLARE @synonym\Vord VARCI IA R( 50) 
DECLARE f@wcight FL0 1\ I 
DECl.ARE @1111pSc111 VSM Fl.CM I 
DECLARE (til1111pSc111 NN FLOA r 
DECl.A R £ llil1111p1\ '"vs~ I n.c>A I 
DECLARE @1111pA11:.NN FLOA I 
SET (ti)i I 
SET (ti)Su1110 n 1roduc1 vc; I o 
FI (t1 SumOfllroductNN () 
•• ln i1iali1c the nu11chcd tern" 111 () 
update ' I {tilu'fohlcNnmc 1 ' 
\Cl (lit ( () 
upd.11c' • /'i1) , "'1hh:N.1111c 1 ' 
\C l n11 I () 
•• \ 11111\ 111n1d 11111l ICllll \ 
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WlllLE @i "".= (SELECT MAX(a.ID) FROM' +@aTablcNt11111.: t 'n INNER JOI ' + @s fobkN:m1c + ' 
b ON a.ans Word "' b.ansWord) 
BEG IN 
-- Find Matched tem1 
IF EX ISTS(SELECT a. ID FROM ' 1 @aTableNnme + 'a INNER JOIN' +@sTnbleNnme + ' b 
ON a.ans Word • b.ansWord WI IER E a.ID @i) 
BEG IN 
--Do calculation for Scheme Table 
SET @tmpScmVSM • (SELECT frequency FROM' +@sTableName + ' WHERE ID=@i) 
SET @tmpScmNN (SELECT frequency FROM ' + @sTnbleNnme + ' WHERE ID=@i) 
UPDATE' -i @sTablcNamc t ' 
SET wcight VSM SQUAR£((@tmpScmVSM). 
wcight NN {@tmrScmNN. 
att I I 
WI IERE ID l@i 
--Do calculation for Answer Table 
SET @tmpAnsVSM ={SELECT frequency FROM' +@aTableName + 'WHERE ID=@i) 
SET @tmpAnsNN - (SELECT frequency FROM' + @aTablcName + 'WHERE ID=@i) 
UPDATE' +@aTablcNnmc + ' 
SET weightVSM SQUARE(@tmpAnsVSM). 
weightNN • @tmpAnsNN. 
att I • I 
Wl lERE ID @i 
--Do calculation for Matching Terms 
DECLARE @TEMPORARY I as FLOAT 
SET @TEMPORARY I ISNULL(@tmpSemVSM.O) • ISNULL(@tmpAnsVSM.O) 
SET (@SumOfProductVSM (ti>SumOn>roductVSM + (@TEMPORARY I 
END 
SET @i @i + I 
END 
SET (@i 
--Stan matching in synonym li c;t 
WI ll LE @i < (SELECT MAX(n.ID) FROM ' +@aTablcName I 'a INNER JOIN ' 1 mh TnhlcNnnu: t ' 
b ON a.ans Word b.nnsWord) 
OEG IN 
IF EX ISTS(SELECr ID FROM' 1 (@aTnblcNa111e 1 'WI mRI~ II) (<1)i ANO ntt I 0) 
OEG IN 
-- Try to find match in :.) nonym I ist 
SET (@process Word (SE LECT nn' Word FROM ' I (c1)n1 ablcNamc t ' \ llER E IO ru~ i) 
IF EXI ·1 S( ELECi a.II) FROM' t (@aTablcNamc t 'n INNE R JOIN t"t Of S)nOn) lll h 
ON a.an:. Word b.:.ynon) 111 WllERE a.ID <@i) 
Bl·GIN 
SI~ I' (<1l,y11011y111 Word (SEl.l~C I origirml Word 1-1{0 I l."1 Of S) 110 11) m 
\Vll£R E <,ynonym u11procc" Word) 
··now try 10 ma1ch the ' ynonym with the documcnl 
IF Ex1s·1sc<;Et.En an'>Word FR0~1· 1 61., 1nhlcNr1111c 1 • 
\ lll ~RI · "" ' ' md mhy11011y111Wurd) 
Ul~C il N 
S~T (ri)wc1~ht ('\fl H ' I '"ci~ht rROM I I'll Of '\y11011y111 
\VII FR I· 'Y" llll) m (n1picx:c" \ Olil AN I) oritt11ml Word fi1')'t10n) 111 \\ ord ) 
SI I (<1)1111p1\11., SM (SF I hC' I fm1ucncy l'f{()M ' t ftiln I nhle Mic t • 
\ II l.R I· I I) (<11)- (t1hvttKhl 
SI~ r (tihmpt\11,NN (SEl.EC I frequency FROM ' t (t1l11 l nhlcNa111c f • 
\VII ER F II) (11)1 r fi1)wci11h1 
UPI M l I' ' t (t1)111'11hkN11111c t ' 
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SET wcightVSM = SQUARE(@tmpAnsVSM). 
wcightNN {@tmpAnsNN. 
att 1 I 
WI IERE ID • @i 
--Do calculation for Matched Terms 
DECLARE @TEMPORARY 2 as fLOAT 
SET @TEMPORARY2 ISNULL(@tmpScmV M.O) • ISNULL(@tmpAnsYSM,O) 
SET @SumOfProductVSM • @SumOfProduct S~t +@TE~tPORARY2 
END 
END 
END 
SET @i =- @i I I 
EN D 
-- Compute result for VSM 
DECLARE @tmpl float 
DECLARE @tmp2 float 
DECLA RE @rcsult VSM float 
SET @tmpl (SELECT SORT(SUM(wcightVSM)) f'ROM' t- @aTablcName +' ) 
SET @tmp2 (SELECT SQRT(SUM(wcightVSM)) FROM' +@sTablcName + ') 
SET @rcsultVSM @SumOfProductVSM/(@tmpl • @tmp2) 
-- Compute result for NN 
DECLARE @tmpJ float 
DECLARE @tmp4 float 
DECLA RE @tmp5 fl oot 
DECLARE @rcsultNN float 
SET @tmp3 • (SELECT isnull( SUM(wcightNN), 0) FROM ' t @sTablcNnmc 1 ' 
WI !ERE NOT(att I I)) 
SET @tmp4 (SELECT SUM(wcightNN) FROM ' 1 @nTnblcNamc 1 ') 
SET @tmp5 (SELECT SUM(wcightNN) FROM ' 1 @sTablcNamc + ') 
SET @rcsultNN (ti\tmpJ/(<iltmp5 
--Deciding Grade using VSM 
DECLARE @Result varchnr( I 0) 
IF @l rcsult VSM ,.,. O.? 
OEGIN 
SEr (tiHlc:.ult "A" 
END 
ELSE 
IF (@ rc:.ult SM • O.ll 
OF.G IN 
SL I (ii\Rc,ult "U" 
l~ND 
EL E 
IF (@ rc,ult '\ I ' 0.7 
UEnl N 
SE I (i1Rc\11lt "C "' 
FND 
t:I SI 
u: ((1) fC \ Ult S ~I • () ~ 
Ill Ci lN 
SI I (i1)Hc"11t "[)" 
l·NI) 
rl SF 
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SET @Result == "F" 
--save result into output table 
SELECT ISNULL(@tmp6,0) AS Rcsult NN, ISNULL(@tmp7.0) AS Rc::ult\' ' i\ I. ISN ULL{@Rcsult."F") 
as Result 
EXEC (@SOL) 
SET NOCOUNT OFF 
GO 
After obtaining the results from the essay grading stored procedure. another SQL stored 
procedure is ca lled to write the result into the table that stores the student's result. 
CREATE proc usp_GRAO ING_Rcsult 
@Stud ID varchar(30). 
@Test ID varchar(30). 
@Qucstionl O int, 
@ResultNN float, 
@ResultVSM float, 
@Result vnrchnr(30) 
As 
DECLA RE <@StudNamc varchar(30) 
SET (@StudNnmc (SELECT studNnme FROM Mst Student WI !ERE <i tudl O (@Stud ID) 
DECLARE @tcacherlD varchar(30) 
SET @tcnchcrl D dbo.func_Gct_Tcachcrl D _Oy _StudlD(@Stud lO) 
INSERT INTO 
Mst_Studcnt Result(studl D.studNamc.teachcrl D,tcstl O.quc tion l D. rc<>u ltNN.rcsull VS~l . rc~ult ) 
VALUES({ti'lStudlO 
,@StudNamc 
.(@TcachcrlD 
.(@Test ID 
,(tilQucstionlO 
,{till{c'lultNN 
.@ Rcsult VS M 
.(@Rcsull) 
ELECI 'OK' :t'> fl ag 
GO 
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6.4 C ha pter Su mmary 
In this system implementation phase, all the design phnscs th!1l hnvc been discussed arc 
directed toward a goal to translate the representation of system design into a piece of 
working system that can be understood and execute by the computer. 
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Chapter 7 Sys tem Testing 
7.0 System Testing 
Testing is a crucial process for uncovering bug and to test the system reliabi lity. The 
main objective of testing is to uncover differenl types of errors that exist while executing 
the system. System testing is a crucial phase to assure software quality and it represents 
!he ultimate review of specification, design and coding. However. testing can only show 
that software defects are present. 
When developing a system, testing usua lly involves several stages. An example of testing 
process is shown as below: 
0rnponcnt 
Ode 
Uni1 
Test 
Uni t 
Test 
Design 
Specifications 
System 
FunctioMI 
Requirements 
Function 
Te.,t 
Other 
Soft ware 
Requirement) 
Perfonnancc 
Tc'\t 
l ntq~rn tcd 
todulc'I 
Functioning 
Sy~IClll 
( 'ompo ncnt 
Cu•nomcr 
Requirement\ 
Spcci fi c:uion 
User 
Environment 
Acceptance 
1 C'>t 
1 ntcltr.ll ion 
Te\l 
crifi cd. 
Vn lidutc 
So ft ware 
Accepted 
\)) \ tcm 
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Genera ll y, there were 3 stages involve altogether and w1.:r1.: list1:d th)\\ n ns bdo'' : 
a. Unit Testing 
This is the first stage of testing where each program component is tested on its 
own and is isolated from the other components in the system. It verifies that the 
component functions work properly with the types of input and output expected 
from studying the component 's design. After each component has been tested, the 
interaction between these components must be tested again to ensure that the 
components can be integrated. 
b. Integration Testing 
This stogc ensures that the interfaces among the components arc defined and 
handled properl y. It is the process of veri fying that the system modules work 
together as described in the system and program design spec ification~ 
c. System Testing 
This is the last stage which is performed to find out errors. which re ult from 
unanticipated interactions of system components or units. II i'> to en'\urc th111 the 
' hole system work'> according 10 u ~cr'i· o;pccilica1ion'>. 
7. 1 Type of Fuulrs 
Types of fuult.., that can he found 111 11uton1tllcd cso;uy grading \Y\l cm ore algorithm ic 
fuults und computution fouli-. . 
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7.1.l Algorithmic faults 
Algorithmic faults use to happcn when u component 's algorithm m logic fa ils to produce 
the expected output for a given input. These kinds of faults happen due to wrong 
proceeding steps. Example of algorithmic faults in automated essay grading system is: 
Using the wrong weight to calculate the result . 
7.1.2 Computation/Precision faults 
Computation or precision fau lts use to occur when a particular formula is being 
implemented wrongly or the componcnt docs not complete a result to a required accuracy. 
This type of faults is being tested in component such as the grading system . 
7.2 Testing Techniques Used 
7.2. l Ad Hoc TcstinJ.! 
Ad hoc testing is an attempt to break the program or make it fail ' ith trying whatever 
comes to mind. Normally. many errors wi ll b..: fo und during the t..:sting. 
7.2.2 'Whi te Uox Tcstini.: 
White Box tcsting i!, the type or tc .. ting that d..:111\ direct I \\ ith the \ tructur..: of the 
code ' ithin a module or a code !>eg111..:nt. ·1 here urc ha,ically ' i ~ typc'i or codc co ..:rag..: 
in' hitc bu~ tt.:'iti 11g. M<ht uf the h.:, 1 i n~ j., disc11sscd in the unit tc'iting 
• ScJ.!mcnt CovcrnJ.!C 
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execute at least once. 
• Branch Node Coverage 
Each and every branch of every possible direction is taken at least once. 
• Compound Condition Covcra~c 
When multiple conditional appear Ill the code. every possible combination ts 
tested based on a truth table. 
• Basis Path Testing 
Each independent path through the code is usually taken as predetermined order. 
When dependencies appears in the code, each path where dependency appears 
exists must be tested. 
• Data Flow Testing 
This approach is to uncover anomalies such as variables, which ore used but not 
properl y initioli7.ed. 
• Loop Testing 
This type of testing is related to testing single loop, concatenated loops (sequence 
of loop) and nested loops (one or more loops within loops). 
White box testing is mainly done to check the system. For example: whether the 
timer function in the exam mode "ork-, a-, it -,hould nr not. All the function) in the ..,~..,tem 
arc checked using the s1:.1ted tcsi.... 
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7.2.3 Black Box Testing 
This type of testing involves testing functions of a moduk "ithout knowing the 
logic structure of the code. It focuses on the most important aspects of n module in the 
term of how we ll the module meets its specification. The purpose of this testing is to 
make sure that the output of the code will be what should be expected. Following is the 
unit test ing of the gruding system by using Black Box Testing. 
To test the essay grading algorithm, the exact answer is feed into the system to see 
whether it achieves a perfect match or not. When a perfect match is achieved, the Nearest 
Neighbour Algorithm wi ll give a result of 0 and the Vector Space Model will give a 
result of I. After that, the content in the exact answer will be reduced by deleting one 
paragraph. The new reduced text will be fed into the system to sec whether the result 
changes as it should. This process will be repeated until an empty document is given to 
the system. When an empty document is given, the result should be I for the Ncan.!st 
Neighbour Algorithm and 0 for the Vector Space Model. During the test, all the resu lts 
arc recorded and these results arc included in the fol lowing table. NN Result is the result 
of the Nearest Neighbour Algorithm and V M Result is the result of the Vector Space 
Model Algorithm. A column' ith the name of .. I - NN Resu lt '' is added "o that the 
compurison of both results is easier. 
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Sample NN Result 1 - NN Result VSM Result 
---1 0 1 1 
2 0.0675 0.9325 0.969270027 
3 0.165 0.835 0.920230156 
4 0.215 0.785 0.880954646 
5 0.3 0.7 0.8263841 96 
6 0.39 0.61 0. 772245892 
7 0.4575 0.5425 0.740768183 
8 0.505 0.495 0.720178453 
9 0.5975 0.4025 0.664 779955 
10 0.6975 0.3025 0.564842712 
-
11 0.825 0.175 0.470734436 
12 0.9675 0.0325 0.156446555 
13 1 0 0 
Table 7-1 : Testing Result 
From the table above. ii is obvious that the changes of the result are the same as the 
algorithm should works. Then the da1a in the table above arc plot into a graph, in Figure 
7-2. This graph shows that the Nearest Neighbour Algorithm will give a line that is 
increasing from 0 to I which represents that the document is very close at the beginning 
and further away in the end. The Vector Space Models resul t starts with a 1 and ends with 
0 which also represents the document is f urthcr from the answer scheme. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
FIJ!urc 7-2: Cn1ph of h' 'lth•J! rc~ult 1 
NN Result 
VSM Result 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Figure 7-3: G raph of testing result 2 
--.- 1 - NN Res It 
~vsM Resul 
When rhc graph of " 1-Ncnn.:sr Neighbour result" and Vector Space Model result is drawn, 
a graph in Figure 7-3 could be seen. From the graph above, it could be conclude that borh 
of the algori rhms arc well implcmcnred because it gives the desired our come v hen using 
the black box testing. 
7.3 Type of TcstinJ! 
7.3.l Unit TcstinJ! 
The un il resting in automated cssa .. grading ~)Siem is done h) 1c-,1ing c cry funcrion 
when ii is builr. /\I I '>lorccJ procccJurcs arc tcsrccJ in lhc SQI qucr nnaly1er ' hen ii is 
writ1cn. The rc-;uh \\ill he chc1.:kccJ hy verifying rhe re;,ult in respecri vc 1nblc . All 
ft1nctions in Vi -;11111 Bnsit: arc also lc'ltcd ' hen ii i-; wri11c11. Bullrnl'i drop down li , 1. and 
data gri<h arc 1c, 1cd hy running rhc n.:spccli c' ch form. 
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7.3.2 Integration Testing 
The purpose of the integration testing is to knO\ \ hethcr the ent ire software is 
able to work as one program . It wil l also veri fy that each module will be able to function 
together. In tegration testing concentrates on module interaction and the detection of 
interface errors. The design specification is referred for the purpose of verification and 
helps to test the software accord ing to the dependencies present in particular module that 
being tested. 
In the automated essay grading system. the most important integration test is to 
integrate the indexing module and the essay grading module. When doing the testing on 
the integration of these two modules. the inputs and outputs of each function is checked 
extensive ly to make sure that the right type of data type goes in and out of each involved 
functions. Care had to be taken in th is testi ng phase as the indexing module and grading 
module arc both complex modules and any minor mistakes might cause unanticipmed 
errors. Another important integration test is to test the integration of the sy ·tcm ' ith the 
user interface. Care had to be taken to make sure all the data types arc we ll defined. 
7.3.3 System Test 
Functions Tcstin~ 
First. all the functions in the system arc tc ·tcd nguin after the integration. Thi., i., to ched. 
whether there b any error afic r the integration. Euch function in each \\Cb fo rm "i ll be 
lc~ted . 
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Performance Testing 
The purpose of performance testing is to ll.:st whether the system could perform in a 
acceptable response time or not. This test targets the run-time perfonnance of the system. 
The tests done to verify the performance are Stress Testing. Security Testing and Human 
Factor Testing. The main purpose of the stress testing is to determine ' ' hether the system 
can handle, as it should, large and varies workload at one time. It subject system to high 
loads over a short period of time. This test is done by using mult iple computers to log 
into the system at the same time, and run some functions of the system. Then the security 
testing is done to verify the protection mechanism such as making sure that the user uses 
a password with a combination of characters and numbers. And also try to log into u 
teachers account using a students login ID. Then the human Factor Testing is run by 
some users to get the feedback regarding the appearance and the interaction of the system. 
All aspect that may be related to case of use. such as display screen. wi ll be examined. 
7.4 Debugging Strutcgics 
Debugging is actually of finding and fix ing the errors. There ure :-.everal debugging 
strategics that applied in developing the automated c say grad ing ·y-;tcm uch a-.: 
• Bui lt-in Error Detection 
Error \vi ii he discovered if a program is not performing ''ell. A <-i P.NFT hu' hui lt -
in error dete<.: tion where 1111 error 111cssugc together ' ith the line ... number " here 
the error occurred \\i ll he th:huggcd. Wi th thi.., featu re .... the dehugging "nrl.. 
becomes 11111eh cu.; ier nnd fu,ter. 
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• Reviewing the Algorithm Used 
Reviewing algorithm and computations for the correctness and efficiency will 
help to discover logic error or database error. Usngc of different algorithms will 
sometime increase the efficiency of the program. 
• Display the Pass ing Value On Screen 
By displaying the passing value on screen, it helps to ensure that the correct value 
has been passed to the next program for processing. 
• Check Success talus 
The success status is checked to determine whether to continue the process or ex it 
from the program and display error message whenever there is failure in the 
previous process. 
• Using Query Analyzer Provided by SQL Server :moo 
Query analyzer wi ll help to test the SQL statement and in formation about the 
error wi ll be pro ided. Query Analyzer is abo used to correct the . QL stntcmcnt 
\\<hen \\ rong in fo rm:u ion i ~ being rctric ed. 
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7.5 Chapter Summary 
Testing is a critical element of software quality assurance nnd represents the ultimate 
review of specification, design and coding. Unit, integration and system testing has been 
carried out for automated essay grading system. At the end of the testing phase, the 
system should be ab le to perform the tasks required and free of some errors. 
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Chapter 8 
8.0 System Evaluation 
Before delivering a system to the end user, it is crucial that a system should be evaluated. 
This is the ultimate phase of developing a system. System evaluation is implemented by 
more than simply comparing the information obtained ' ith the in formation which is 
expected. It was related to user environment. attitudes, information priorities and several 
other concerns that arc to be considered carefully before effectiveness can be concluded. 
At all phases of the system approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, 
drawing on a variety of sources and information. In this system evaluation, the main 
focus is on the evaluation of the essay grading algorithm. 
8.1 Evalua tion of the Essay Grnding Algor ithms. 
To cvuluute the efficiency of the Vector Space Model and Nearest Neighbour 
Algorithm. a fixed answer scheme is used to grade other collected samples. In the system. 
the indexing process und the mntching process is the same for both algorithms. Then. the 
thirteen testing samples which are also mod ification from the an:-.\\er :-.che111e, unotha ten 
amplcs of related ;,ms' er · and ten ~amplcs of unre lated ans\\ er-; arc collected and feed 
into the system. All these answer!> will be graded or compared uguin~t the fixed anS\\Cr 
scheme 111c11t ioncd ubo e. 
First. ten 11nrclutcd 1111s' er sa111plc:. ure lcu into the s) :-i tem. I he un~\ver . nm pie 
used here 11rc 1111 :-i \ver M.:he111e for other question:, i11 other ehuptcr :.. 'I hi !-. means that 
although their lent-4th:. are 11 l111ost the si1111c. the content is totally different wi th the 
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excepLions of common words. The reason Lhat unrelated nns' ers nrc used first is to $Ce 
Lhe effectiveness of the system to idcnLify unrdatcd mntcrinls. l'hc collected results arc 
recorded in table 8- 1. 
A column " I - NN Result" is added to the table so thnt the result of the Nearest 
Neighbour algorithm could be compared easi ly with the result of the Vector Space Model. 
IL is subtracted by I because the ranges of results from both algorithms are between 0 and 
I , but the result of Nearest Neighbour is opposite ' ith the result of the Vector Space 
Model. By subtracting with I, we ' ill inverse the result of the Nearest Neighbour 
Algorithm and still give it a range of 0 and I. 
1-NN 
Sample NN Result Result VSM Result 
1 0.8725 0.1275 0.091163146 
2 0.8825 0.1175 0.103637577 
3 0.8525 0.1475 0.121676186 
4 0.865 0.135 0.104989066 
5 0.86 0.14 0.175763336 
-6 0.915 0.085 0.0571163 
7 0.86 0.14 0.109586092 
8 0.895 0.105 0.094628446 
9 0.86 0.14 0.129503867 
-10 0.8575 0.1425 0.088017157 
Tublc 8-1 Res ult of Unrelated Samples 
fo have a belier ic\\ of the rc~ult 'i in the tab le. a graph of the earc!>t cighbour 
Algori thms result and the Vector Spm:c Model ... rc ... ult arc pinned . "" 'ih 0\\11 in the grnph 
in Figure 8-1 bclcl\ . two linc'i th ut arc nlmnst straight cou ld he ... ee11. l'hc ... e two line.., that 
:,ce111 quite struight actual! ) ' ho\\ thut both algorithm .., will di , tingui ... h 11n1cl:11cd 
documents n11CI Kivc a result in the rungc of thuo.;c two line..,, Both nl gorithn1s ...ii ll give n 
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certain value to unrelated documents because then: are sti l l w mnwn words 111 the 
documents that arc not eliminated . 
1 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 ----- NN Result 
--.-- VSM Result 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 8-1: G raph of unrela ted sum pies result I. 
W hen the graph of ·' I - NN Result" and the Vector pace Models result arc 
plotted, the graph in Figure 8-2 below could be observed. The results show two l ini.!s w ith 
a similar paltern . When observed carefully. the graph also shows thnt the Vector . pncc 
M odd is more Si.!nsit i i.! to the data it evalunti.!S. T his could be sci.!n th rough the changes 
of thi.! result from Vi.!ctor pnce M odel is bigger than the changes o f re ·ult from the 
Neari.!st Neighbour A lgorithm. I he result from Nearest Neighbour A lgorithm formed n 
line which i <; straighter when compared to the other one. Deri ved from the oh er \'ation 
above. it could he said that ' hc11 cv11luuti 11 g a set or documents in thi.: s111ne category. the 
Vector Spnce M odd could gi c u heller judgment hy using 11 larger ru11 gc 10 dc~cri hc the 
do ·u111e111 it c nlunte,. 
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0.2 
0.18 
0.16 
0 .14 
0.12 
-.-- VSM Result 
0.1 
-+r 1-NN Result 
0.08 
0.06 
0.04 
0.02 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 8-2 : Graph of unrelated samples res ult 2. 
Besides that, from the result of giving unrelated documents into the system, we 
could sec that the highest result is lower than 0. 18. This is the level in the system that 
shows that a documents that arc not related to the answer scheme. f or the rest of this 
report , without further enhancing the elimination of the common words by udding more 
common words in the li st, it would be assumed that when an unrelated document is given 
to the system, the estimated output would be in the range of 0 to 0.2. In other\ ords, if a 
document ge ts any result lower than 0.2, it \VOuld be estimated to be unrcloted to the 
answer scheme. In the case of essuy grading, then uny un~wer:, that gi cu re~ult \ ith 0.2 
or lower should get an ·F· m considered fail. 
Then. the result from the testing phase wi ll be used here. Table 8-2 is the result 
from the te-,ting phase. 1'11e liN 'ample is actually the an~\\ er ~chcme it ~e lf. I he 
following -:nmples ure m:tunlly mmlilicutioni; of the 1111 -.wer -:chemc i t~c l f. ·1 he content of 
the 1111\\\er M.:hcme WU:> reduced b the length uf Olle p11rugrnph and feed into the 'tY\lelll . 
I he prrn.:es~ repents until the\ hole e:.-;uy is empty. 
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Sample NN Result 1 - NN Result VSM Result 
1 0 1 1 
2 0.0675 0.9325 0.969270027 
3 0.165 0.835 0.920230156 
4 0.215 0.785 0.880954646 
5 0.3 0.7 0.826384196 
6 0.39 0.61 0.772245892 
7 0.4575 0.5425 0.740768183 
8 0.505 0.495 0.720178453 
9 0.5975 0.4025 0.664 779955 
10 0.6975 0.3025 0.564842712 
11 0.825 0.175 0.4 70734436 
12 0.9675 0.0325 0 .156446555 
-13 1 0 0 
Table 8-2 Results of Testin~ Samples 
A graph in Figure 8-3 was plotted according to the result above, using the "result 
of Vector Space Model" and the ·•result of Nearest Neighbour minus by I ". This graph 
shows two descending I incs. The I inc that represents the "Nearest Neighbour Rc!\ults 
minus by I " descends linearly. The ··v ector pace Modd Results" descends in a curve 
manner which tends to reach 0 a little slower than the other line. The curve is also simi lnr 
to the beginning of the COS functions curve. This j ., due to the function used to calculate 
the Vector Space Models result is the cosinl.! or t\\ O document~. 1-rom thi ... graph. \\ e 
could sec clc:irl y that the "Ncarc!>t Neighbour result minus by I" ' ill gi c u result that 
n.:ach 1.1.: ro very fast. And the V1.:ctor Space Model approach ' ill n.:ach the n.:~ult of 1cro a 
little !\IO\'vcr. 
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1.2 
1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 '---~~~~~~~~~~~~~----'=-= ... ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Figure 8-3: Graph of testing samples result. 
--.- 1 - N N Res It 
~vsM Resul 
From here, we could sec that the Vector pace Model will have a larger range 
when evaluating two documents. This wil l give us more precision when compared to the 
Nearest Neighbour approach. For example, from document I to docurnent 9. the Nearest 
Neighbour approach had used the va lue from I to 0.4. In the Vector pace Model 
approach, it had only been decreasing from I to 0.66. This shows that the Vector Spncc 
Model approach is better bccause in a same range, it could catcgori1.c the evaluated e ~a. 
into more detailed category or into more categories. It could be said that ' hen evalunting 
c-;says from different categoric!\, the Vector Spnce Model use:. a smallcr rn ngc partitions 
wh ich enable tht: algorithm to hnve more categories. 
lk 'litk li that. hy u.; ing the earlier cunclusion when ll', ing unrelated documcnh. an~ 
dm:ument .; that huve a rc.;ult of' 0.2 or lcmer could he cun.; idcrcd "' unrelated documenh. 
In th l.! result above. there arl.! 1 :,11111p lc:. tlwt litlb under thl.! category of unrelated 
document when judged hy the Ncnn.::.t Nci t(hhour AIHorithn1. I here 11rc only two \ timple ... 
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that falls under this category when j udged by the Vec1or Space l\ lodcl. In other words. 3 
samples will get an 'F' when using the Nearest Neighbour Algorithm nnd only ::! samples 
will get an 'F' when using the Vector Space Model. In the case here, while all the 
samples are actua lly modification of the original answer scheme, the Vector Space 
Models judgment seems more reasonable. Besides that. the abil ity of the Vector Space 
Model to distinguish an unre lated document hud been shown by using unrelated 
documents. 
Sample 11 is the sample getting an ·F' ' hen judge by the Nearest Neighbour 
Algorithm. Even if th is sample should get an 'F', when using the Vector Space Model, 
the fa il ing range could be modified to be higher. By using the Vector Space Model, we 
could also define a certain range as a range for considerations, which is the border line 
between a pass or foi l where the human essay grader could give the judgment whenever 11 
result fa lls in this rang..:. 
A ftcr that the ten samples of related answers arc given into the system and the results nrc 
shown in the Table 8-3 helm . 
1 - NN 
Document NN Result Result VSM Result 
1 0.795 0.205 0.175174795 
- - --2 0.81 0.19 0.1913811 37 
- - - - -3 0.78 0.22 0.201 178826 
- - -4 0.8525 0.1475 0.20539341 9 
5 0.695 0.305 0.2694577 
-
-6 0.66 0.34 0.304935305 
-
-
7 0.68 0.32 0.425312399 
- -- -8 0.6 0.4 0.513754581 
-
-
. -9 0.535 0.465 0.559671978 
-10 0.4225 0.5775 0.76064229 
- -Tu hie 8-J ncsulc-1 of rctucctl sumplcs 
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Graphs could be plol from the results; this will give n d earer vie\\ or the r0stilts 
gained. fi gure 8-4 is the graph of Nearest Neighbour Algorithms result and Vector Space 
Models result. The table below has the same columns ns the cable abo e to ease the 
compari son between the results of two different algorithms. 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
-+- NN Result 
0.4 -.-vsM Res t 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 8--' : Graph of related samples result. 
The graph of Neurest Neighbour Algorithms result and Vector pace Models 
result shows that the cho ·en samples have different simi lari ty ' ith the unswer scheme. 
To have a clearer icw of the effect or hoth algori thm' on the ... ample a11, \\ cr,, the graph 
or Nearest Neighbour Algori thms result subtracted by I and the Vector ~ pace ~fodd -. 
rc, ult .... houkl be plot. 
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0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
-.- VSM Result 
0.4 
--*- 1 - NN Result 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 8-5: Graph of rch1tcd documents rcsu ll. 
Oy viewing the graph above, it is clearer that both algorithms judge the 
documents in a similar pattern. This could be derived by the two lines that have the 
similar shape. We could also sec that in th is graph, sometimes, the Vector pace Model 
gives a higher value and somet imes it gives a smaller va lue. But when observed cnrcful ly. 
\ c could sec that the graph stills obeys the pattern similar to the one in Figure 8-3 . Thi :-. 
proves the conclusion derived earlier, \ hich is Vector pace Model , is a better algorithm 
because it could categori1.e different document into a much detai led category or into more 
categories. This is because with more categories. \\e could define the outcome grade" ith 
a more precise manner. 
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8.2 System Strengths 
• Security 
The system checks and enforces a rule that the user must use a pass' ord with lhe 
combination of characters and numbers. 
• Test result report generator 
The students can get their result in a short time. The teacher can view the result of 
the students. Teachers can also save a soft copy of the result list in the format of 
Microsoft Excel with a single cl ick. When saved in Excel form , the teacher could 
modify, print, generate a graph or do anything that the Microsoft Excel could do. 
• Online Test 
Test is conducted online in a fixed time. Before and after the fi xed time, the 
question can' t be access by the students. 
8.3 System Constraints 
The system constraints arc described as below: 
• Could not give a correct grade 
Evt:n though the system could identi fy the !>imilarity oft \ o documents. it could 
not assign u correct gra<k tC) the answer. ·1 ht: grudc as::.igning procc::.::. i::. hard 
coded into the S) Sll! lll and th is i., inlkxibility of the -;y-;tem. 
• Could not accept scanned te:< t 
'I ht: -; 'item doe.; not accept te~ t in the form of ... canned image. I hu::., h1tntl \H11tcn 
text mu'>I he type into u computer text tile befor e it could be evaluated. 
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8.4 Future Enhancemen t 
Due to the limitation of this system, there are a few suggestions thnt may be useful to 
future enhancement of the au tomated essay grad ing system. The suggestions are as below: 
• Implement a function that could accept scanned image. 
This would help to save the time to type in the question or essay. The teacher 
could up load handwrincn questions and the teacher could scan the students essay 
into image and upload it for evaluation. 
• Implement an intelligent grade assigning function 
An intelligent grade assigning function is needed so that the grade assigned to the 
evaluated essay would be more accurate. 
8.5 Knowlcd~c a nd Experience Gained 
Besides knowledge on technical aspects such as Windows XP Server, ASP.Net. VB.Net 
and SQL ervcr, there arc also other valuable experiences gained from working on this 
project such as: 
• Being exposed to the real system development environment especially dealing with 
users 
• Learn ho' to manage u project us in time and resource 
• Com:ept on how to in tegrate and fu 11 . uti I i1e ari ou~ technologie~ in to de eloping 
system 
• Expcriem:e on IHm to 'ICI up and c o 111ig 11 rc ariou' technologie' to he ahh.: to \ervc as 
II live )\ ~ IClll . 
• I.cum to ' or~ independently nnd in teurn 
• Cult i 1111.:d -i ~ill .; in ' ritin~ dm:11 mcntntio11 .; 1111d rcpu1t -; 
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• Boost self-confidence, self-esteem and good com munication skill 
8.6 Reviews on Goals 
There should be certain expectation and objective achieved at the final stage of the 
project. 
8.6.1 Expectation Achieved 
The system had fulfilled the expectation stated at the early stage of the project. All the 
basic foundation of the system was being designed and implemented. Moreover, the end 
product met the criteria such as user friendliness, reliability, manageability, expandability 
and so on. 
8.6.2 Objective Achieved 
The system created had fu llilled all the requirements ~tuted in the early chapter, therefore. 
the objccti cs to establish the application had been achieved. 
8.7 C hnptcr Summury 
/\s II co11cl 11 -;i o11 . th is project \Vll'i 'ill CCCCdcd in lH.:hicvinl' the ohjcctivc ... of developing U 
\ ch ha-;cd 1111tn1111111.:d c'i.;ny grnding .;ystc111 . /\ I though th is m1to11wtcd cs~uy grnding 
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system cannot grade essays exactly like a human essay grackrs, it succcss fu ll~ imitates 
the grading abili ty by using algorithms that compares the simi larity of t\\ o documents. 
After the development of this system, the efTeciivencss of the Vector Space Model and 
the Nearest Neighbour Algorithm had also been compared and come to a conclusion that 
using the Vector Space Model had a better advantage than the Nearest Neighbour 
Algorilhm. 
Besides that, throughout the development of this project, a lot of precious knowledge on 
web based programming was gained. This included the configuration and management of 
Windows XP Server and llS, programming knowledge in ASP.Net and VB.Net as well as 
the techniques and conccpls in implementing database likl! using Stored Procl!dures. This 
project has been a very usefu l expl!riencc which exposes the idea of research work to the 
developer 
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APPENDIX A 
USER MANUAL 
Pcngguna :: Login 
.. ..j. L1 
Login . } i]; 
S!' ll\mllt llM:1no kr Si>kol nh M<-"rngnt1 Krhnno•nnn Sulmn VN'rl(.~ l"e trn I 
•~ • is;e-'l-.1 I•~ "'"-'•" ,...."4._\ilt' et.."' C1Ue M ' •"'•n. -. ," • wit.t.l'lll•••L ~. ~, , .,. ,. ...... 
''' lt• '4efl e ,. Gt I.,,_ ' •'-d•"••.n h af\, • 4!&1 .. L ' " ' "' I • P.ct• '"""' 4 • 1\ o.-te1e1 ji ' '~ .. -"' "'"' "0 •'\ .. , . , ,,_. .. .,., ' lol'l• 1 .t\t • ••~• I 
t . o .. ~.,. ......... i,, •• ~_..,., , • ,,, ,,,.,, .,, ... , •••• etl'lt 
QMH@ffj1 ,:1+ 
~ ..... 
Pada mukasurat Login, anda dikchcndaki mcmilih jcnis login iaitu Guru atau Pclajar. 
Sdcpas itu. pasangan ID Logi n dan katalaluan yang bctul hcndak dimasuk.kan pada 
pctak F lllg tclah dilabcl. 
Pcngguna akan dijcmput kc lanwn ulama jika pnsangan ID Login <hrn katalulunn 
ang hctul tclah dinwsuk.k.an. 
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Pengguna :: Login :: Pcndafta ran 
Pond11ft11r11n :~~ 
S~n rnn• uldu>n mnkJumnt NXln . 
• 4 • • , . ..... 1 -1•• "' ' " """ ,, .. 
... ••.t "M'll<t• ..... 
.......... 
Jika pcngguna adalah Guru atau Pclajar dan bclum mcmiliki ID Login, mcrcka bolch 
klik pautan bcrdaftar dan mcndaftarkan ID Login yang baru. 
Oalam Skrin pcndaftaran, scmua butir-buti r dikchendak i diisika11 dcngan b1.:tul. 
S1.:tclah butir-butir di isikan. pcngguna dikdtcndaki mcn1.:kan bu1ang 'Oaftar' un1 uk 
bcrdaftar. 
13u1nng 'Reset' adaluh untuk mcngkosongkan scmua pctak supaya bu1iran yang haru 
dapat di isikan. 
Jika pcngguna hcnduk halik kc s1'.rin Login. pcngguna dikchcnduki mcnckun butang 
Login di schclah 1'. ir i. 
llnnya ID Ci 1111111111 11 Pclnjnr y11 11 1-t wuj ud d11 l11111 sis1c111 d11pu1 mcnduflnr. Jika ID nndn 
tid11 \.. wujud. sil11 jumpn system mlm i11is1rntor 11n111 k 111crn11.;11kkan ID kc dulurn s ish.:m . 
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Pengguna :: Login :: Lupa ID Login/ Katalaluan 
~ ... 1' 
·-
..... l tt-
Jika pengguna lupa ID Login atau katalaluan. pcngguna botch kl ik paulan klik 
sini.Selepas itu, pcngguna dikchcndaki mcmasukkan cmel yang tclah mcrcka 
daftarkan dalam sistem untuk mendapatkan ID Login dan katalaluan mcrcka. ID 
Login dan katalaluan akan dihantar ke emel lerscbut. 
Emel yang salah tidak dipc.::dulikan. 
Jiku pcngguna hcndak bat ik l.. c skri11 Login. pcngguna dikchcndak i mcm:kan butang 
Login di scbclah kiri . 
l'cn~~unu : : Lo~off 
P(·11~rn11 r 111 d i i 11~11 1 i s 11p11y11 rnt'llt'k1111 logol'f' di :·wlwlah k.umn ;1tns set i11p 
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Pengguna :: Pelaja r 
Pcngguna :: Pclaja r :: Kcmaskini Butir Diri 
Polajar : : Komasklni Maklumat Oiri ;. t•, 
.. 
IC•••., c ..... ,, 
"i t • ..., ... ~·" · . 
• ' • t · ~ ·· I"'•' ~' "' "' t~• t,. t r4 ..)'! ,1-.•• • 
( •. ,~-
~ 1 11 ..... 
. .,. ........ ... " ......  
Pdajar bolch mcngkcmaskinikan butir-butir diri dcngan fungsi ini . Butir-bu1ir scpcrti 
Alamal, Oandar, Poskod, Ncgcri. Telcfon Rumah. Tdcfon Bimbi1 . E-md . dan 
ka1alaluan bolch diubah atau dikl.!maskinikan old1 Pcngguna Pclajar 
11) Pclajar. Nama Pdajar dun No. Kad Pl.! ngcnalan tidal.. <lapal ditukar. I Ian) a 
pcngguna ·ysAdmin mcmpunyai halo. untul.. rm:nukar bu1iran-bu1iran 11.!rscbut. 
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Pcngguna :: Pelajar :: Soalan 
'0HA11 .t.-.f 
"'"°' •lM '~_. • .,~ 
"'••• 
:, l'l'l-11\1 
Pel11)11r : : So11l11n : : Ujlan : ·,.: · ..' 
._, 
-
!•""-""''IU ~ .... .. !f .. _.<\t~M hf! Wt ... .............. "'• Mit-•• U. .._ ..... . ,.-. . . ...... ,.-.;~~:j\"" 
.. ,.,. ~ ,.,...,,,. ,., ... ,~"" 
f.ungsi ini adalah untuk mcmbcnarkan Pclajar mcmbuut latihan atau rncnduduki 
scsuatu ujian. Selcpas mcmil ih fungsi ini. pengguna dikehcndaki mcmi lih snma ada 
pcnggunu hendak memasuki Latihan atau Ujian. 
clepas itu. arahan untuk ujian atnu lutihnn akan dibcrikan kcpada pclajar. 
Pdajar dikchcndaki 111cncka11 hutang 'Mula'selcpas arahan dihaca. 
lkrgantung kcpuda UJ1an atau latihan yang discdiakan olch guru. pclajur bolch 
mimi lih soulan y1111g hcndaJ.. dijawuh th.:ng:111 11 11.:111.:kan pau1t111 fo, ah 
Sdcp11s 11 111s11 J.. kc dal:1111 sJ..rin 111c11j11w11h sotil1111. h1111111g 'S 11 11p1111' hc rl'ung~i untuJ.. 
mcnyimpnn j:i' up:111 p ·l11j:11 , l'el11p11 holch 1111.:11ck1111 hu111 11l' 'Simpnn' hila-biln nrnsn. 
Sch.:pas jtl\ 11pan disimp1111 , peluj11r hokh 1e111 -;k11n den gun i.;oulun yang la111 Pclujar 
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juga boleh mengembali ke jawapan yang tclah disimpan untuk p~nycmakl\n dnn 
mcmbuat pcrubahan. 
AMARAN : Tckan butang 'Simpan' tidak akan hantar jm npnn untuk discmak. 
AMARAN : Jika butang 'Simpan' tidak ditekan, jawapan nkan hilang. 
Selepas pelajar menyiapkan semua soalan, pelajar dikehendaki menekan butang 
'Hantar' untuk mcnghantarkan jawapan untuk disemak. 
Masa akan dikira dan masa yang tinggal akan dipaparkan di atas. Apabila masa tamat, 
pelajar akan dibawa kc skrin untuk hantar j awapan. 
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Pengguna :: Guru 
Pcngguna :: G uru :: Kcmaskini Butir Oiri 
Guru :: Komasklni Maklumal Diri , ~·. 
' 
And,-, d"'os1h11t1<11n l'l(ll\I" ~cnUMt,1 mcnoc11U1skinok<ln butlron pcnbodi ond:l dan scmosil kc semosa. 
0 ••l'n••~ ,. 1 1'1,;tlf Ir 
~ '\ ;,1aian 
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~ C.M•<t".• • U't'.J 
. . . . .. .. . , . ~ . . .. .. . 
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Guru bolch mengkcmaskinikan butir-butir diri dengan fungsi ini. nutir-butir Sl!p1.!rt i 
Alamat. 13andar, Poskod. Ncgcri , Tdcfon Rumah. Tclcfon l3imbit , E-mcl . dun 
katalaluan bokh diubah atau dikcmaskinikan olch Pcngguna Guru 
ID Pdajar. Nama Pela jar dan No. Kaci Pcngcnalan tidak dapat ditul-.ar. I Ian) a 
pc:ngguna. ysAdrn in mcmpunyai hak untuk mcnukar buti ru11 -bu1irun h.:rsdrnt. 
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Pengguna :: Guru :: Soalan :: Upload 
Guru :: Soalan :: Upload Soalan & J11w11p11n Skema' f · 
~ 
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Fungsi ini adalah untuk mcmasukkan soalan baru kc dalam sist<.:m. Guru dikchcndaki 
mcmasukkan pasangan son Ian dcngan jawapannya. 
Guru harus memilih bob soalan yang hcndak dimusukkan. 
Guru bolch mcnaip soal:rn clan jm t1pan di ru:rng yang discdiaknn. 
Soalan tidak akan disirnpan jika ruangan jawapan adalah knsong. 
l luh11rn111 in i mcmbck11lka11 li111t1 tcmpal ru:111gu11. i11i111 satu hinggu lima soulun da11 
j:l\\apann) a holch disi111p:111 . 
Sclcp11s guru bcrscdia 1111 tuk 111c111t1sukk1111 soal11 11 d1111 juwapun kc dalam sistcm, guru 
dikd1cml11ki 111cnck1111 h1111111~ "M11.;11k" 
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Sistem akan memberi amaran dan proses memasukkan soalan akan gagnl .jikn s )nlnn 
yang cuba dimasukkan itu tclah wujud dalam sistcm. 
Pengguna :: G uru :: Soalan :: Konfigurasi Mod 
Guru : : Soalan : : Konflgurasl Mod • · :. : ··\ . -
0 Ltm•t• l.A .. m.. 
~ ""*·~ 
~ r'.O..-ftQi.illif\ r14 J 
~ P•f'11Q.Jt-lJ4tfl 
Fungsi ini adalah untuk mcmilih soalun untuk ujiun dun l;,,itihan 
Pilihun mod adalah untuk mcmilih samn ada mcnyctliukan sonlan untuk lntihnn :unu 
mcnycdiakan so~tlan ujian. 
Jika guru i11 gi11 mc11 ycdi uk t111 latihan. pilih pilihnn l:11ilwn. Sd cpas itu, guru bokh 
mcm ilih schnnyak limn sm1l 11 11 d:iripadu hunk sooh111 yt111 H tclnh tlirm1 ~ukknn k1: d:i lnm 
sistc11 1. 
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~ UDIOO'I 
~ r.0Mf1Ql.l(at.t r"Gd 
Guru : : Soalan : : Konflgurnsl Mod , ~ -'.: ~'f~'; 
' . ' 
10l t11ti.t'l 
... h 
1o1 ° &'4il :.men""' o•J•.t· 4.P.t t1.a..h•~ · ~ •~.d· Z~9A•.-.~J. ( h•""'t'T •...1 • .,, 
,.. . uik,l, 'Hfok•, " •" l.•-J•'""' At al.. •-" I .... °""" elt~ '" cff~ef'I · -
f'ltWIM t>l •O J-'.f\'t 
Jika guru ingin mcnycdiakan ujian, pi lihan ujian harus dipi lih. Untuk mcnycdiakan 
suatu ujian baru, guru botch menaip nama uj ian baru di datam pctak yang discdiakan 
(Nama ujian ini tidak botch menganduni aksara tcmpat kosong). Sclcpas narna ujian 
ditai p, butang "Wujudkan" harus ditekan. Sch.:pas itu. nama ujiun baru ini nkan 
wujud dalam scnara i clan dapal dipilih. 
Untuk ujian yang tctah wujud dalam scnarai. guru holch mcmilih ujiun yang hcndak 
disediakan. Sd epas itu. guru botch mc111il ih schunyuk timu soatun daripada bnnl.. 
soutan yang tctuh dimasukkan kc dalam sish.:111 . 
. \ :tiap soatan yang dipilih 11knn disi111p1111 tlc 11 gt111 01011wtik . 
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Pcngguna :: G uru :: Soalan :: Pcngaktifan 
~•".'f'tf•'J •M'Ot f.11"'1 
~ V•"'Ol•tll~r 
Guru :: Soalan :: Pongaklifan · .. ' 
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Fungsi ini adalah unluk mcngaklifkan uj ian yang lei uh discdiakan 
Scrnua upan yang tdah di s1.:diakan akan ditunjul..kan di dalam jadual. Untuk 
1111.!ngaktilkrn scsuatu ujian. guru dikchcndaki klik pada pal..ataan pilih padu baris 
uj ian yang lu.:nda l.. diaktilkan. 
Sd cpas itu. guru hold1 klik pada kclcndcr yang discdial..an unlllk mcmil ih taril..h 
ujian. Sctcnrsnya, 11rnsa rmala da11 111a-;a lamat pcpcril.. saan juga bolch dipilih dan 
ditc11tul..u11. 
Sckpas l1111gl..11h -l1111ukuh tc1sch111 . guru dil..chc11d11ki klik h11111111• "Aktifkan" 11n1uk 
111cngul..till..1111 11ji1111. l\ u11111g "1'11t11 pk11n" 11!..1111 rnc1111111 111k1111 uji11n itu. 
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Pengguna :: G uru :: Kcputusan Pelajar 
Guru :: Kopu1u1an · .; 
G' ~..., ,,..,.,,.. 
0 twnut ...-•tvt' °"' 
~ "~A otHPttl¥ 
~ f(lft t'~• funt1 
~ fO.• fiNJit'Wn 
1 441101\11*'6214 
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Fungsi ini adalah untuk mcnycmak kcputusan pclajar 
IS 
/\pabi la guru mcmasuki halaman 1n1 , scmua kcputusan pclajar yang diajar akan 
ditunjukkan. 
Guru boleh mcmilih untuk melihat kcputusan pclajar bagi ujian yang tcrtl.:ntu sahaja 
dcngan mcmilih ujian pada pi lihan ujian. 
Guru j uga botch mclihat scmua kcputusan scs1.:orang pclnjar d1.:ngun mcna1p 10 
pdajur tcrscbut d11lu111 pctnk yang <li scdiaktm dun mend .an hutung "Wujudh.un" 
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Pengguna :: G uru :: Edit Kata Kunci 
• 'L Guru :: Sonaral :: Kata Kuncl . :"' 
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Guru dikehcndaki menaip kata kunci yang ingin ditambah di pctak yang discdiakan. 
Selcpas kata kunci ditaip, butung 'tumbah' hcndakluh dit<.:kun u1lluk mcnumbnh kata 
kunci yang tcluh ditaip. 
Kata kunci yang tclah ditamhah abn ditunjul..J..an dalam jadual. Jil..a guru ingin 
mcmadnm scsuatu kata kunci. guru boh.:h klik pcrl..ataan padum puda baris kata J..unci 
yung hcndak dipadum . 
Jcnis kclas adaltth pi liht111 . Jil..:i pcrl..11taa11 tidul.. dinw'\ul..J.. an datum nu111l! i11i . J.. u1:1 
k1111ci hnru al..m1 dit 11n1h11h d~ng1111 halmginn jcnis kdu 'i 'ichugui "I/UN KNOWN" 
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Pengguna :: Guru :: Edi t S inonim 
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fungsi ini adalah untuk rncnarnbah pcrkataan sinonirn 
Guru dikchendaki rr1cnnip pasangan kata asal dan sinonim yang angin dirnmb:Jh di 
pctak yang discdiukan. Sclcpns pasangan kata asul dun sinoni111 ditaip, butang 
'tambah' hendaklah di tckan untuk mcnambah pasangun katu asal clan sinonim yang 
tclah di taip. 
ano111m yang tclah ditambah akan di1 unjukka11 dalam jaduul. JiJ..a guru ingin 
mcma<lam scsualu sinonirn. guru holch kliJ.. pcrkatuun padurn pada bar is J..ata J..unci 
yung hcndnJ.. dipmlu11 1. 
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Pengguna :: System Admin 
Pengguna :: System Admin :: Teacher Maintenance 
Admin :: Maslor Melnlonanco :: THcher ,.' ' 4 
G' lorJ'fW't...,,.... 
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Fungsi ini adalah untuk mcnambah ID dan Nama Pcngguna supaya pcnggunu itu 
dapal mcndaftar dan mcnggunukan sistcm ini. Pcngguna yung dimusukkan kc dalam 
jadual ini bolch mendaflar scbagai pcngguna guru sahaja. 
Jadual akan 1111.:maparkan scmua data yang tdah di11111s11l-.l-.a11 kc sistcm. Untul-. 
mcngkcmaskini duta yang tcl:Jh ' ujud. pcnggunu bolch klik pcrkutaun pilih pada 
buris data yang ingin dil-. c111asl-.i11il-.a11 . Sclcp:rs itu. data yang h.: lilh "ujud al-.an 
dipapurlrnn di dal:un pctul-. yunl' discdial-. un Sclcpu-. 1111.:nguhah data itu. pcngguna 
hams 111c11da11 hut:rng "Kc111asl-.i11i '' 11111ul-. 1t1c11yi111pa11 d11t11 yang tclah di11bah. Jil-. a 
hutnng "Mns11l-. Burn" ditclrnn. haris y11ng hnru ukun di111111h11h dun d11111 yung ' ujud 
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itu tidak akan diubah. Ubahan tidak dapat dibuat tcrhadap 10. Jika ID diuhah. dnrn 
yang baru hcndaklah disirnpan. 
Untuk mcrnasukkan data baru, pcngguna bolch mcngisikan pc1nk Nnmn dnn ID 
seterusnya mcnckan butang "Masuk Daru". 
Butang "Padarn" adalah untuk memadam sesuatu da1n daripada sistem. 
Pcngguna :: System Admin :: Student M•aintcnancc 
Admin :: Master Maintenance :: Student · '• · 
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Fungsi ini ac.la lah untuk 1111.:na111hah ID dan Nanw l\ :11ggu11a -; upaya pc11gg11nn itu 
dapat mcndalbr dan mcnggunal-.an sistcm ini . Pc11ggu11a yang di111asul-.ka11 1-.c dalam 
jadunl ini holch mcndnflnr -;chag:ii pcngguna pclaj11r s11lmj11 . 
F1111gsi ini 11d11l11h u111uk 111c1111111hnh ID dan N11 11111 Pc111'g111111 s11puy11 pc11 ggun11 itu 
d11pa1 mcndallar <11111 111cnggl11111l-.1111 sistc111 ini . 
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Jadual akan memaparkan semua data yang telah dimasukbn k<: sist<:m. Untuk 
mengkemaskini data yang telah wujud, pengguna boldt klik p<:rkat:um pilih pndn 
baris data yang ingin dikcmaskinikan. Sckpas ilu, data yang tclnh wujud nknn 
dipaparkan di dalam petak yang discdiakan. Selcpas ml.!ngubah data itu, pcngguna 
harus menekan butang "Kemaskini" untuk menyimpan data yang telah diubah. Jika 
butang "Masuk Baru" ditckan, baris yang baru akan ditambah dan data yang wujud 
itu tidak akan diubah. Ubahan tidak dapat dibuat tl.!rhadap ID. Jika ID diubah, data 
yang baru hendaklah disimpan. 
Untuk memasukkan data baru, pengguna boleh mengisikan petak Nama, ID 
dan memilih guru yang mengajar sctcrusnya menekan butang "Masuk Baru". 
Butang "Padam" adalah untuk mcmadam sesuatu data daripada sistcm. 
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APPENDIX B 
Answer Scheme used to test the system. 
Zaman Prascjarah m1crupakan zaman silam di mana rnanusia pada masn itu tidnk 
mempunyai sistem tul isan atau sebarang calatan untuk mcrekodkan segnla kegintan 
kehidupan mereka. 
Zaman Prascjarah adalah bcrbcza an tara satu kawasan dengan kawasan yang lain. 
Walaupun Zaman Prasejarah tidak rneninggalkan scbarang rckod benu li s atau catalan, 
tetapi kcwujudan manusia pada zaman tcrscbu1 dapat diketahui melalui kajian arkeologi 
dcngan mcnggunaka1n kaedah ca ri gali kc n1as artifok, fosil , feature. dan ckofak yang 
ditcmui. 
Ciri pcnting untuk mcngenali Zaman Prascjarah ialah: 
Manusia hidup sccara bcrpindah-randah dari satu lcmpal kc ternpat lain untuk mencari 
kawasan baru bagi memulakan pcnghidupan. Kegiatan ekonomi mereka ialah memungut 
has il hutan, bcrburu binatang, dan menangkap ikan. 
Tempat tinggal mercka di tep i sungai, di dalam gua, dan di tepi tasik sccara berkumpulan. 
Alatan batu yang dici1pta kasar buatannya dan lebih memcntingkan fun£;Si daripada nilai 
cstctika. 
Pakaian mcrcka dibual daripada kulit binatung, daun kayu, dan ranting lkayu. A Iatan batu 
yang dibuat digunaka1n untuk rncmotong. mcngikis. dan scbugai scnjarn . a1u alatan ba111 
yang pcnting ialah kapak tangan yang digunakan scbagai pisau, kapak. tdan gcraji . Oi 
Malaysia, pc1cmpalan awal manusia zaman Palcoli1ik terdapal di Lcngg,ong. Kora 
Tampan(Pcrak) Tingl<ayu( nbah), dan Gua Niah ( arawak). 
Kcpcntingan 1.aman Ncolitik kcpada pl!radaban manusia dapal dilihat dcngan jcla-. dn lam 
aspek beriku1: 
Asas kcpada pcrempalan kchidupun kckal dan !clap dan tidak lagi bcrpi1nduh-rnndah. 
Pl!rkcrnbangan aktiv i1ti pcrtanian yang lchih giat dt111 mulu mcntcrnak hirnuang. 
Pctcmpatan kckal bcrkcmbnng schi11gga mcwujudkan bandar al au kola lbcsar !\Cpcrt i awl 
I luyuk (Turki). Jarmn ( Iraq). dan Jericho (l'alc-;1inc). la 111 cra 11g-;~111gkcpada kch idupan 
yang lcbih ~clc'la dan -;cjahtcra. Pcrkc111ba11gun aktiviti pcrtunian mcrnng..,:rng pcmikiran 
manusia untuk mcncipra alat pcnanian 'lcpcrt i pi -;au. 'labi1 dan hajak hag:i mcri11ga11ka11 
nktiviti pckcrjaan mcrcka. di samping 111c11ciptn 1cmptll men i111pu11 11111k11 11n11. hij iri n. air 
da11 schugainya. 
Ak ti iti pcrtaniun d11111 pc111crnnk:111 dijal1111k 1111 -.ci.:uru hc-.ar-hc-;11n111 111cmholchk:u1 
bcrlakunyu lchihun )'llll l H 111cnj11di pcndomng kcpudu kcgi1111111 tuknr harnng (1, i..,1c111 hur11.:r) 
d1111 mcnjadi U'l:l'i kcpuda h11h1111g11 11 pcnJugangan dcngan kmv11-;u11 ) ang lchih jauh. 
Kcwuj udan h11hung11n pcrdngnngnn mcrung•wng pcmikirnn mnnu -.iu untuk mcncipta kapnl 
lnyar arau pcrnhu yn11 1~ hc'inr hugi mc111hokhk1111 h11rnng di1111 gk 111 dcnptll'l lcbih h1111 y11k. 
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Aktiviti pcrdagangain mcmcrlukan satu kacdah yang baik dalam urusan junl bcl i. Ok h itu . 
manusia mula mcncipta sistem mata wang yang paling awal, tcrdiri dnripndn siput 
sebelum wujudnya rnata wang perak dan crnas. 
Ekoran pcrkcmbangan pcnduduk, ini rncnimbulkan kcpcrluan bagi mcngnwal masyarakat 
yang semakin kompleks. Kcadaan ini mewujudkan satu sistcrn undang.-undang atau 
peraturan bagi mengawal masyarakat agar kcstabilan masyarakat dapat dika\ al. 
Undang-undang dan pcraturan tcrscbut rncrupakan satu ka\ alan sosial yang perlu 
dipatuhi. Justeru, muncul ketua yang mcrnastikan undang-undang tersebut dipatuhi. 
keadaan ini mcwuj udkan golongun yang mcrncrintuh dan golongan yang diperintah. 
Bagi menampung pc:rtambahan pcnduduk yang scmakin pcsat, ekonomi pcrlu 
dibangunkan dengan mcningkatkan hasil pengeluaran makanan. lni melahirkan pula 
pengkhususan peke~jaan dan rncwujudkan organ isasi sosial atau susun lapis dalam 
rnasyarakat. Setiap individu dalarn susun lapis mnsyarakat mempunyai kedudukan 
tcrtentu dan rncmainkan peranan rnasing-masing. Misalnya menjadi raja, pembesar, 
artisan, petani, pcnd1eta, tentera, dan harnba. 
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